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In today’s world, your business counts on the reliability of technology more than ever. Cox Business provides the
communication tools you need for your company to make sure your primary focus is on what it should be—your
business and your customers. Switch with confidence knowing that Cox Business is backed by our 24/7 dedicated,
local customer support and a 30-day Money-Back Guarantee.
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• Internet speeds up to 25 Mbps
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CALL 702-939-1148 OR VISIT COXBUSINESS.COM

*Offer ends 8/31/14. Available to new subscribers of Cox Business VoiceManager℠ Anywhere, unlimited nationwide long distance and Cox Business Internet℠ 25 (max. 25/5 Mbps). Offer requires minimum 2-year service term. Standard rates apply
thereafter. Equipment may be required. Prices exclude equipment, installation, taxes, and fees, unless indicated. Speeds not guaranteed; actual speeds may vary. Phone modem provided by Cox, requires electricity, and has battery backup. Access to
E911 may not be available during extended power outage. Speed claim based on Cox Business Internet 150 Mbps service vs. basic 1.5 Mbps DSL. 30-day satisfaction guarantee limited to refund of standard installation/activation fees and the first
month’s recurring service and equipment fees (and equipment purchase fees if purchased from Cox) for the newly subscribed services only. Excludes all other costs and charges. Refund must be claimed within 30 days of service activation. Other
restrictions apply. ©2014 Cox Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.
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WHETHER YOU’RE
AT THE OFFICE
OR ON THE GO,
COX BUSINESS
KEEPS YOUR
BUSINESS RUNNING.

The Commentary

Union Members Wake Up

And Smell the Reality

If you or a family member belong to a union, you might not know that the dues deducted from your hard-earned paycheck are funding causes you oppose or supporting
groups with views exactly opposite of yours.  Even if you do know it, is there anything you
can do to stop it?  Two recent Supreme Court decisions show that there might be some
hope in controlling unions’ out-of-control power grabs.  
On June 30, in Harris v. Quinn, the court ruled against Service Employees International Union (SEIU), one of the country’s most powerful unions.  SEIU had convinced the
state of Illinois that people who cared for disabled family members in their homes should
be classified as “public-sector workers” because they received assistance from the government.  They were required to join SEIU and union dues were automatically deducted
from their benefit checks.  The suit was brought by Pamela Harris, whose 25-year-old
disabled son had $90 deducted from each monthly Medicaid check for union dues.  
This is shameful!  Money that could have gone to helping this family care for their son
and make their lives a little easier instead went into the coffers of SEIU.  According to
the Competitive Enterprise Institute, the 26,000 home healthcare workers in Illinois, and
people in similar situations in other states, should now be able to sue for a refund of the
union dues they were wrongfully compelled to pay.
Because of this ruling, the next day the court requested a lower court to reconsider its actions in a similar case affecting daycare workers in Michigan.  The Michigan
scheme, which ran from 2006 to 2011, involved nearly 40,000 daycare providers who
charged reduced fees to low-income families.  Although less than 15 percent had voted
to join the union, the state gave the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees the monopoly right to represent them and collect dues.  They had $4 million
in dues deducted from state subsidy checks for membership in a union they didn’t need
or want.  Now these workers have a chance to sue to get their hard-earned money back.
Think union abuse only happens in other states?  Right here in Nevada, the Nevada
State Education Association (state teacher union) takes several hundred dollars each
year from the salaries of our schoolteachers, supposedly to fight for their rights, lobby
for increased salary and benefits, etc.  But they’re actually using it to pad the pockets
of high-paid union officials and also to fund political and social causes that teachers
might not want to support.  For example, in the first half of 2014, the union gave $50,000
to ProgressNow Nevada, which supports legalizing same-sex marriage in Nevada, and
another $50,000 to Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada (PLAN), whose member
organizations include several pro-abortion groups.  
The teacher union has also donated more than $1.8 million in cash and in-kind contributions since 2012 to support the margin tax initiative, which would kill the progress
Nevada businesses have made since the recession.  Why? Although it’s being promoted
as the “Education Initiative,” there’s no requirement that the money extorted from Nevada businesses must be used in the classroom.  It could be used instead for higher
salaries for administrators or to create more layers of bureaucracy. In addition, Nevada
has a history of reducing school funding from the general account when additional funds
become available from other sources.  Although Nevada teachers aren’t required to join
the union, once they do join, they have no control over where their dues money goes, and
they can opt out of union membership only during one two-week period each July.
If you or someone you know belongs to a union, now’s the time to ask where your
dues are going and what causes your money is supporting.  Find out if you can opt out
of union membership or get a refund of dues you’ve already paid.  Money is power, and
unions already have too much of both.
By Whose Authority?
For more information on my Commentary and to see some of the backup research, or if
you wonder why I take the position I take, go to www.LyleBrennan.com.
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MANPOWER, INC.
A Southern Nevada Organization With Roots
to Help Business Grow

W

ith an economy that is steadily improving, the

vice president of Quality Corrections & Inspections. “We are very

importance of matching the right employee with the

happy to have Manpower as a valued business partner.”

right business has never been more important. Since

Manpower’s temporary-to-hire solution allows a company to

its inception, Manpower, Inc. of Southern Nevada’s primary focus

assess potential employees prior to a commitment to hire. Tom

has been putting people to work.

Lawyer, CEO of Lawyer Trane, who utilizes this solution said,

Founded in July of 1964 by Mike and Bea Katz, the business

“We use Manpower on a continuing basis, for new hires as we

had an atypical beginning. After moving to Nevada in the early

determine their fit in our company and for ongoing projects. Their

sixties, Mike and his wife Bea began looking for a way to provide

service is outstanding and they make our business better.”

for their family for years to come. Their answer came in the form

For both the flexible staff and the temporary-to-hire solutions,

of an advertisement in the Wall Street Journal.  The ad was to

Manpower covers all payroll costs including taxes, benefits,

recruit franchisees for Manpower, Inc., an organization that

training and recruitment.  

was originally founded by Elmer Winter in 1948.  Mr. Winter flew

Another solution offered by the organization, direct-hire

out to Las Vegas to meet Mike and Bea and, shortly thereafter,

services take all of the stress and guesswork out of hiring new

Manpower’s first Southern Nevada location opened.

employees. Manpower handles the recruitment, screening,

Fifty years later, the company has several locations in
Southern Nevada, one in Kingman, AZ and one in Laughlin. This

testing and training for each candidate, delivering well-prepared
and competent employees.   

year, Manpower, Inc. of Southern Nevada is returning to their

In an effort to find solutions to some of Southern Nevada’s

downtown roots and moving back to where the business began.

workforce needs, Manpower founded and hosts a senior training

The downtown office will be the fourth Southern Nevada location

program called SeniorNet. The program offers seniors and retirees

and housed in the historic site of the first church in Las Vegas,

that want to get back into the workforce computer training and

originally built in 1905.

Manpower donates space and equipment to facilitate that training.

The Katz family has a passion for finding people work and

In addition, the organization is working to form alliances with

for helping companies find good employees. The business is run

downtown leadership and plans to assist homeless in the area in a

today by Mike and Bea’s youngest son, Andy Katz. In addition,

variety of ways including providing training and job readiness skills.  

Andy’s brothers, Mel and Bob were inspired by their father and

Community giving is important to the Katz family and, by

went on to run their own Manpower franchises.  Mel purchased

extension, to Manpower.  The company supports several Southern

Manpower franchises in San Diego, CA, Albuquerque, NM

Nevada organizations including the Las Vegas Southwest Rotary,

and Spokane, WA. Bob owned and operated the Manpower

the Public Education Foundation, the College of Southern Nevada,

franchise in Salt Lake City, UT for 30 years.  Essentially, the Katz

the UNLV Foundation, the Jewish Federation and United Way.  

family has been serving both employers and employees in the

Mike Katz was an original founder of the Las Vegas Executives

west for half a century.

Association in 1967 and Manpower has been rooted in the

Manpower, Inc. of Southern Nevada focuses on finding

Southern Nevada community since its very beginning.  Today, Bea

the right employee for the right job. The organization employs

Katz is still involved in operations of Manpower Southern Nevada

approximately 1,500 people a week and over 6,000 individuals a

and keeps a steady eye on the organization she helped to found.

year.  They offer several vital services for companies looking to
identify employees including flexible staffing, temporary-to-hire
solutions and direct-hire services.
When a business has shifting employment needs, flexible
staff can be an integral part of their operations. By serving as

To find out how Manpower, Inc. of Southern
Nevada can work for you, give them a call today.

702.893.2323 | Manpowerlv.com

the employer, Manpower is able to offer staffing solutions for
companies to utilize year round, during peak periods or for special
projects.  
“Andy Katz and the Manpower team have been extremely
important to my company’s success by providing on-demand,
flexible staffing over the past 11 years,” said Randy Burk, executive

Andy Katz
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to work
for
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TAKING
CARE OF
PEOPLE
by Tarah Richardson & Lilian Shen

In the midst of the recession, some employees
might have argued that a “Best Company to
Work For” is whichever company gives them
a job. While times have been tough for many
Nevada businesses, as the state comes out
of this recession, it is clear there are a number
of companies who continue to go above and
beyond for their employees. These businesses
make it a priority to take care of their people
however they can and have won the loyalty of
those they work with.
The following pages highlight 12 of these
companies. They were chosen through a nomination process that began in early May of this
year.  After receiving well over 400 nominations
from employees throughout the state, the editorial staff at Nevada Business Magazine had
the unenviable task of narrowing the pool of
nominees down.  
In order to get a first-hand account of how
these businesses run without actually applying
and getting hired at each, the magazine staff
looked at several points of employee wellbeing including how the company treats employees, the kind of benefits offered and the
values each company holds sacred.  This list
was narrowed down several times in order to
find the cream of the crop. Based on both individual nominations as well as staff research,
the following companies represent Nevada’s
2014 Best Companies to Work For.
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in 2005. The husband and wife team actively
encourage their employees to move forward
in their careers and provide them with tools
and incentives to do so.
“We feel very fortunate and proud that
we’ve got a sharp, customer service-orientated group of people that are harmonious in the way they interact with each other
and with customers and clients,” said Rick
Brenkus.
The residential real estate brokerage
company offers a variety of ways for employees to benefit financially from incentives
to profit sharing opportunities and bonuses.

The Brenkus Team hosts a team building event for their staff.

In addition, The Brenkus Team offers health
benefits, agent classes and provides leader-

American Medical
Response, Las Vegas
It’s not easy working in the ambulance
business. Paramedics experience high-levels of stress simply by doing their jobs. “The
bad part about this business is that you’re
going to see the worst of people and the
worst of circumstances,” said Tony Greenway, operations manager for the Southern
Nevada based American Medical Response
(AMR), which was founded in 1953. “All the
folks who work here do so because they
want to help and they want to feel good
about what they’re doing,” he added.
AMR’s management team has made it a
priority for the company to ensure that their
people are able to do their jobs to the best of
their ability. That has meant building an internal system that allows employees to have
counseling sessions whenever they need
them.
“There’s no crying in ambulance work,
but there needs to be sometimes,” said Greenway. The organization has created a team
of paramedics called the Critical Incident
Stress Management (CISM) team.
“They have to be EMTs or paramedics
who do not have supervisory authority,” ex-

specifically, in debriefing. The research suggests being able to share [bad experiences]
with another person diminishes greatly the
likelihood of developing PTSD. That was a
priority for us.”
The CISM team is available 24 hours
a day and proactively meets paramedics
that have been on a tough call to see if they
need to talk.  In addition to their extensive
counseling services, AMR offers medical,
dental and vision insurance, encourages
and helps pay for continuing education,
has a robust bonus plan and sponsorship
programs and remains flexible to the needs
of their employees.
“Every time we turn around our management team is making an effort to improve our
daily work lives, whether it’s seen by the employees or not. That speaks volumes,” said
Damon Schilling, community outreach coordinator and field training officer with AMR.
“The best part of what we are and what
we do is the people that are here,” said
Greenway.

Brenkus Team
at Keller Williams
Las Vegas

ship resources and team building events for
staff.
“[Rick and Teri Brenkus] are about ‘let
me teach and grow you’ and they are fearless of that,” said Leticia (Letty) Rolon, office
manager.  “They genuinely care about every
individual; they care and motivate. Here we
believe that if you’re stressed or out of your
comfort zone that means you’re going to be
hitting a ceiling. We want to help employees
break through that ceiling so they can grow
in that area of their life and work.”
In fact, one of the cornerstone’s of the
culture at the Brenkus Team is growing and
supporting employees in their lives. Leadership at the company meets with their employees weekly to discuss goals, questions
and ideas.  Adding to the holistic approach to
employee wellness, the Brenkus’ have made
community giving a part of their employee’s
workplace. Annually, employees are able to
participate in “Red Day” wherein they renovate a house for someone in need. In addition, the organization contributes to a fund
called “KW Cares” that assists those in need.
“Every time Rick and Teri sell a listing,
they contribute money into KW Cares,” explained Rolon. “I have been able to witness
KW Cares help out individuals. One was a

plained Greenway. “We pay for them to have

Creating a culture of service and an at-

coworker of mine who fell off a ladder and

specialized training with licensed therapists

titude of ownership in their employees, Rick

broke her back. She had no medical at the

in critical incident stress management and,

and Teri Brenkus founded The Brenkus Team

time; KW Cares paid her medical bills.”
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Calculated Industries
Carson City
Calculated Industries (CI) must be doing
something right; the average number of years
of service for their employees is a decade. The
manufacturing organization, founded in 1978,
produces specialty calculators and digital
measuring tools.
“It’s a very family orientated company,”
said Steve Kennedy, president. “People rec-

When asked why she enjoyed working for

of employees and genuinely cares about

CI, Coons said, “It’s the people. To be honest

their goals sound like a fairytale? It’s not;

with you, it’s just fun to come [to work]. I like

rather it’s the culture of City National Bank

everyone I work with.”

(CNB) and a reality for the company’s 85
Nevada employees or “colleagues” as they
are known at the bank.  Founded in 1954, the

City National Bank
Statewide

bank celebrated their 60th birthday in January of this year by simultaneously providing

Does a national organization whose leadership strives to personally know thousands

lunch for each of their colleagues at every
bank location at the same time.

ognize that it’s a place where people care
about each other.”
“Everyone knows about everyone’s family,” added Stacey Coons, human resources.
“We’ve seen people’s kids grow up. There’s
just something special about that.”
The company pays one hundred percent
of medical, dental and vision and contributes
additional funds to cafeteria plans.  Most impressively, CI provides a $10,000 bonus for
every 10 years employed by the company.
This past year, the organization handed out
several of those bonuses and did so despite
the state of the economy.
“This year we did four in one month,” said
Kennedy. “We’ve had a total of six this year;
three of them were for 20 years. I’ve actually
managed to get three of them since I’ve been
here.”
That’s quite an incentive for employees
and is the icing on the cake for an organization
that organizes monthly barbecues, catered
luncheons and potlucks, works to spotlight
individuals with great ideas and is a primary
supporter of the Fred Alexander Golf Clinic,
which encourages youth golf.
“They want to work so much harder
for you when you treat them right and be
respectful of them and get to know them
personally to see what makes them thrive,”
said Coons.
Kennedy echoed Coons and added that
listening and getting employee input was a
vital part of the organization. “They are really
the people that hear the most and they’re the
people we turn to for product development,”
he said.
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City National Bank employees fill food baskets for Three Square Food Bank.
“The people who work here are very, very
important to us,” said John Wilcox, Nevada

an award, compensation and a picture with
the chairman at the annual officer’s meeting.

Today, Cox employees can take advantage of a number of perks from healthcare

regional executive. “We are a performance-

“I’m not a number and I matter,” said Wil-

benefits and wellness programs to leader-

driven organization. We have a culture where

cox when asked why he enjoys working for

ship development, educational reimburse-

we spend a lot of time mentoring, developing

the bank. “I’ve suggested things we might do

ment,

and coaching our colleagues so they can have

differently in the bank that have been adopted

adoption credits, service awards and profit

the skills necessary to achieve the goals we

and implemented bank-wide. That makes you

sharing plans. In their Las Vegas headquar-

give them.”

feel like you really are making a difference.”

ters, employees have access to a full service

CNB offers a variety of health benefits and
incentive programs including a profit sharing
program and continuing education classes.  
The bank also encourages and pays for em-

children’s

scholarship

programs,

restaurant called Cox Café and can partake

Cox Communications
Las Vegas

of healthy food options from a highly-trained
chef. The organization encourages openness and strives to ensure every individual

ployees to go to local schools and teach stu-

It’s clear an organization is serious about

voice is heard.

dents through the “Dollar and Cents” program

their employees when the founder men-

“You can get your best work that way be-

and offers scholarships for dependents.

tions them in his will. Began 116 years ago

cause there’s no intimidation or a feeling of

“Employees can nominate dependents,

by James M. Cox, Cox Communications is a

chain of commands,” said Carrie Pierce, ex-

their children, to receive scholarships,” ex-

well-known technology company in South-

ecutive field director, human resources. “Em-

plained Laurie Burk, senior vice president of

ern Nevada. When Cox passed away in

ployees are really able to speak to anybody

operations and HR. “You could nominate,

1957, he had assurances from his heirs that

they want to about concerns or ideas they

submit an application and get awarded a

they would carry on his philosophy regard-

might have. Our culture is very diverse, inclu-

$5,000 scholarship.”

ing employees.

sive, collaborative and energized.”

In addition, CNB offers cash rewards for

“In his will he made reference to the em-

“It’s really important for a leader to have

good ideas through their Ideas in Action pro-

ployees,” said Mike Bolognini, market vice

the skills of listening because that’s how we

gram wherein employees submit money-sav-

president. “One of the things he instructed

really enhance the business,” added Bologni-

ing ideas to management and are rewarded

his heirs was to never take for granted the

ni. “How we make our business better for our

if those ideas are implemented. The bank’s

employees and that the employees were the

employees and our customers is by listening

award programs are also extensive and en-

single biggest asset the company had. They

to our employees.”

courage employees to go above the call of

need to treat the employees with respect

To encourage that openness, Bolog-

duty.   Called the Blue Ladder awards, col-

and provide an environment where employ-

nini hosts roundtables for employees and re-

leagues are nominated by their peers for their

ees enjoyed coming to work; then the com-

sponds to questions or concerns posted in an

work at the bank. Every year 12 colleagues are

pany would flourish. That has really carried

“Ask Mike” section of the company’s internal

selected as Blue Ladder winners and receive

through.”

intranet.
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“He just really wants to know what is on

ENEL also awards their employees for

“We get anywhere from 25 to 40 kids in

folk’s minds. He works to make sure their con-

excellent work, good ideas and outstanding

here and it’s a big event,” said Vaughn. “We

cerns or ideas are brought forward,” explained

contributions. The Mega Watt, Giga Watt and

make them go through interviews and come in

Pierce.

Terra Watt awards provide employees with

like they’re going to join the JBA team.”

To further enrich their employees, Cox actively participates in several local charities and
events and encourages their people to get involved in the community.

ENEL Green Power North
America, Inc., Reno
ENEL Green Power North America is
unique in its approach to their employees. The

monetary compensation or gift cards for going above and beyond in their positions.
“I’m pretty enthusiastic about our team,”
said Price. “I’m very appreciative of the fact
that we’re making on impact on people’s
lives.”

Focusing on the wellness and happiness
of their employees has proven successful for
JBA who now has nine offices both domestically and internationally.
“I like to think that, while we have a business that needs to be run, I can see things from
the employee’s perspective,” said Vaughn.

JBA Consulting
Engineers, Las Vegas

McDonald Carano
Wilson, Statewide

company owns and operates renewable ener-

JBA Consulting Engineer’s employee

gy plants all over the world. Nevertheless, the

philosophy is best summed up by the com-

A statewide law firm, McDonald Carano Wil-

company’s Reno presence remains rooted in

pany’s president, Allyn Vaughn who said,

son (MCW) was founded in 1949 by US Senator

the community while giving their employees

“We don’t sell product; we sell professional

Alan Bible and Robert (Bob) McDonald.

the opportunity to travel internationally.

services. Our biggest asset is our people.

“[Bob’s] philosophy with respect to the

“What’s interesting about us is, because

They can make or break the company. Our

staff is that you take care of staff and the staff

we’re so integrated amongst our team, we’re

people are the most important part of our

will take care of you,” said John Frankovich,

able to take a look at our manpower tools,”

professional service.”

the firm’s managing partner in Reno. “Over the

said William Price, vice president of engineer-

Founded in Las Vegas in 1966 by Ralph

ing and construction in Reno. “It’s always bet-

Joeckel, JBA is an engineering company with

ter to work with people within your company

offices all over the world. The company prides

to try and best allocate those resources. It cre-

itself on its transparent environment where

ates opportunity and also diversification.”

employees are encouraged to talk to manage-

For employees of ENEL, that means they

years, we’ve had a lot of stability. We’ve had a

LP Insurance
Services, Inc.
300 East 2nd St.,
Suite 1300
Reno, NV 89501
P 775.996.6000
F 775.473.9288
matt.ennis@lpins.net
www.lpins.net

ment.

can be working in Reno one day and Rome the

“Our offices are based on open ‘bull-pen’

next. The company gives employees the op-

cubicles,” said Vaughn. “Our CEO, chairman,

portunity and tools to live and work in over 40

founder and myself all sit on the open floor.

countries. In addition to global training and work

We try to be as transparent as we can with

programs, ENEL offers full medical, dental and

everything. If somebody wanted to know how

vision, a gym sponsorship, tuition reimburse-

we’re doing financially in the company, they

ment, an internal education program and com-

can walk right up to the CFO on the open floor

prehensive giving opportunities for employees.

and ask.”

“For me, it was important for us to allow

Perhaps JBA’s open-door policy is re-

employees time to give, on us, to charities that

sponsible for the longevity of their employees,

were important to them and to allow our em-

some of whom have been with the company

ployees to give money and know that it’s be-

for over 40 years. The company also foots the

ing matched and supported by the company

bill for both employee’s and their spouse’s

they work for,” said Amee Desjoury, vice presi-

health, dental and vision insurance and pro-

dent of human resources and administrative

vides opportunities for voluntary, supplemen-

services.

tal insurance. Tuition reimbursement, commu-

“We adopted a park in Reno where we

nity giving, company picnics and employee

dedicate a whole day to community service,”

appreciation lunches are par for the course at

added Price. “Basically, the Reno employees

JBA. One of the most beloved traditions at the

work in Mayberry Park. We painted picnic

organization is JBA’s annual “Take Your Child

tables and did a bunch of yard work.”

to Work Day”.

Matt Ennis
Practice Areas
• Risk Transfer • Legal Support Services
Matt Ennis leads the Risk Transfer/Legal Support
Services for LP Insurance providing contractual risk
management and loss support. Matt is a 25-year
insurance and law veteran. He is a graduate of Pepperdine University and the University San Diego Law
School. He holds both a Charter Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) and Associate in Risk Management
(ARM) designation with a Public Entity specialization.
LP’s Risk Management team provides both pre
and post loss services. Pre-loss services include
contract support, operations analysis for contractual exposures and even drafting job-site indemnity
agreements for incidental partners. Post-loss support
includes working on complex claims, drafting customized protocols and monitoring the progression and
ultimate closure of complex claims.
LP offers a comprehensive, year-round approach
to Risk Management including Employee Safety,
Worker’s Compensation Claims, Property & Casualty
Claims, Risk Transfer/Legal Support, ERISA Legal Consulting, HR Advisory/Consult services and more.
ADVERTORIAL PROFILE
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BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR

lot of people stay a long time, both the lawyers

Las Vegas, One Nevada recognizes the im-

and the staff. It’s a testament to the way we

portance of employee morale and it shows.

treat people and the way we do business.”

“We’re big on employee retention,” said
Beal. “We invest a lot of money building skills

“When we did our employee opinions

and the abilities of our folks. To get full ad-

An important part of MCW’s culture is

survey, we asked everybody to describe, in

vantage of that, we obviously need to retain

pride in the company’s home state, Nevada.

their own words what the culture is,” said

them. One of the most important retention

Frankovich said, “We have a large number of

Beth Galofaro, assistant vice president of

tools is career advancement. Whenever we

lawyers who were born and raised in Nevada

human resources. “The employees really did

have an opening, internal applicants are giv-

and a lot of people who have been in Nevada

say that, at One Nevada, they believe em-

en first consideration for the position.”

for long periods of time. That’s one of our hall-

ployees matter. They wrote it.”

Opportunity Village
Las Vegas

marks; we’re really dedicated to the state of
Nevada.”

The organization works to recognize employees regularly through awards ceremo-

The firm dedication extends to their em-

nies and encourages them to promote one

It could be argued that Opportunity Vil-

ployees. MCW provides a fully-stocked kitchen,

another and nominate each other for those

lage (OV) had an unfair advantage as one of

catered lunches for employee anniversaries,

awards. The company’s “TOPS” (teamwork,

the “Best Companies to Work For” because

summer pool parties and potlucks throughout

opportunity, progress and service) awards

their employees are in the business of help-

the year.  The company encourages employee

are a big hit and one of the events the credit

ing people which is its own reward.

feedback and actively seeks input on ways to

union’s president, Bradley Beal, looks for-

improve operations, policies and procedures.

ward to each year.

“They provide hope for individuals with
disabilities and their families,” said Edward

Additionally, MCW pays full medical, vision and

“Once a year we close the offices early

Guthrie, executive director. “Each and every

life insurance for their employees and half the

and have a great big meeting where every-

one of us has the chance to make some-

costs for employee dependents. The firm also

body gets together,” said Beal. “About 45

body’s life better that day because of what

regularly gives bonuses and contributes to a

minutes is spent on recognizing people that

we do. Because of their efforts, people with

401k and profit sharing plan.

have had special accomplishments.”

disabilities and their families will have a bet-

In particular, the health and wellness of

Beal personally encourages his execu-

employees is very important to MCW’s man-

tives to get to know employees at each of

While they do have a certain edge when it

agement team. The company has an on-site

the branches and to be involved with their

comes to providing rewarding work for their

gym and discounted gym memberships and

lives.   “[One Nevada executives] really do

employees, the Southern Nevada non-profit

hosts lectures on healthy eating and the im-

walk the talk,” said Galofaro. “It’s not just lip

still works to support its employees in a va-

portance of exercise.

service. Just yesterday, the president of the

riety of ways from recognition programs to

“We have memberships and health club

credit union was giving out individual cups of

education reimbursements and healthcare

discounts that are offered to employees,” ex-

ice cream to people because it’s so hot right

benefits.

plained Frankovich. “We have a program that

now.”

ter day that day and every day.”

“In November, we will have an employee

we run every year called ‘Bike to Work’ where

The credit union offers a variety of choic-

celebration awards program in which we

we give people gift certificates to markets and

es for health benefits to their employees

recognize ‘Employee of the Year’,” said HR

grocery stores for riding their bike to work.”

from traditional HMO or POS plans to health

Director Leonard Wilson, Jr. “That person

How has the firm stayed successful

reimbursement accounts for employees that

will receive a $2,200 voucher to travel any-

through the years? “I used to say it was good

want to take a non-traditional approach to

where they want to in the world as well as

lawyers who were also good people, now I

healthcare. The organization also recently

one week of vacation time.”

think it’s good people who are also good law-

participated in a national program called

One outstanding benefit for employees

yers,” said Frankovich.

“Healthy Wage” to incentive weight loss

of OV is the non-profit’s Homebuyer Assis-

One Nevada Credit
Union Statewide

throughout the organization.

tance Program. After one year of service,

One Nevada believes that education is

any full-time employee is eligible to borrow

important for their employees and offers

ten thousand dollars towards the purchase

Member-owned and operated since

tuition reimbursement based on the grade

of a home. In addition, for every year of ser-

1950, One Nevada Credit Union, formerly

an employee receives in class. The credit

vice thereafter OV forgives $2,000 of that

known as Nevada Federal Credit Union, has

union also offers training for their employ-

loan.

a vested interest in keeping their employees

ees and encourages them to grow within

happy. With branches in Reno, Pahrump and

the organization.
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Guthrie contends that taking care of
their employees is vital to do the work OpNEVADABUSINESS.COM

portunity Village does. “You’re only as good
as the people who provide the service. We
have to make sure we hire and retain the best
people so that we can do that. These benefits are important to us because it’s one of
those things that helps you attract and retain
the best people so that you can continue to
maintain high quality services,” he said.

Sands Corporation
Las Vegas
An internationally recognized brand, the
Sands Corporation must meet the challenge of providing a happy and fulfilling
workplace for thousands of employees.  

An Opportunity Village employee oversees participants of the non-profit’s Enable program.

Nevertheless, the organization’s leadership
has managed to do just that. Sheldon Adelson, chairman and CEO for the corporation

much an open shop here; people can talk to

have, in my humble opinion, one of the best

has made it clear to his team that employ-

anybody. It’s an open door.”

benefit plans I’ve ever seen. We also have a

ees are a priority.

One thing is clear, Sands employee are

“The major thing here is Sheldon Adel-

not lacking in benefits or atmosphere. In

son’s view with how employees should be

short-term disability benefit for employees
that the company pays for.”

addition to non-traditional benefits, Sands

Thomas Husted, chief executive officer

treated,” said COO Michael Leven. “We have

Corporation offers employees quality health

for VEA added that the co-op’s tuition reim-

higher benefit and pay structures than any

benefits on the company’s dime as well as

bursement is top-notch. “If any of our em-

of the competing hotels. We have 1,500 em-

leadership training opportunities.

ployees would like to continue their educa-

ployees who were here from the very begin-

“There’s no way you can run a business

tion, they can do so. With a successful pass-

ning. Our turnover rate is probably one of the

like this and be successful without the [right]

ing of those classes, we reimburse one hun-

lowest in our industry.”

kind of employees,” said Leven. “They help

dred percent of their expenses. Employees

you to be successful; they have to execute

can expand their education and get their de-

the strategy of your investment.”

gree or a second degree to advance them-

The company offers a range of benefits
from daycare centers, team member dining

selves professionally,” Husted explained.

rooms and an on-site gym to a concierge
service for employees. The Sands culture is
important to its leadership team and it shows
in the way they treat employees and the loyalty those employees show to the company.

Valley Electric
Association, Inc.
Pahrump

VEA also encourages employees to contribute to their community and began a “Fill
the Bucket” program about ten years ago
that collects school supplies from the public
to donate to children in need.

“Engagement is a term we talk about

Valley Electric Association (VEA) may not

broadly,” explained Todd McCarthy, senior

be the first name that comes to mind when

“Everything we’re doing is to better

vice president of global HR. “That has been,

thinking of energy in Nevada but, among

things,” said Thurgood. “There are no poli-

from the start, the focus of our culture in

its employees especially, it is a well-loved

tics here. The employees are valuable be-

terms of wanting to have a direct relationship

name. Located in Pahrump, VEA is a non-

cause they’re the ones that make it happen.

with our team members and making this

profit cooperative utility that began in 1965.

It doesn’t matter what level of employee it is,

people’s second home as much as we can.”

The utility cares for their employees and of-

every person is a critical part of this orga-

“Sheldon’s position was to make sure we

fers tuition assistance, time off for studies, a

nization. Without them, we cannot provide

full-range of benefits and a retirement plan.

these incredible services to the members

were the best employer on the Strip,” added
Leven. “As a consequence, I think people are

“We have a real, old-fashioned, quali-

very satisfied with their workplace. It’s not

that we have.”

fied retirement plan that we fund one hun-

“We’re a representation of the good peo-

only about money and benefits; it’s about

dred percent for our employees,” said Bart

ple that own this company and the commu-

the atmosphere that you create. It’s pretty

Thurgood, director of human resources. “We

nity,” Husted added.
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Whether you are a business or government entity, our goal is to improve your
Whether you are a business or government entity, our goal is to improve your
interactions with the public or the private sector — through passage of legislative bills,
interactions with the public or the private sector — through passage of legislative bills,
assisting with burdensome regulations, providing a competitive edge in the contracting
assisting with burdensome regulations, providing a competitive edge in the contracting
or grants process or marketing a company or product.
or grants process or marketing a company or product.
Providing strategic counsel to a diversified clientèle allows us the ability to
Providing strategic counsel to a diversified clientèle allows us the ability to
approach each situation from a unique and informed vantage point.
approach each situation from a unique and informed vantage point.

gordonsilver.com
gordonsilver.com
3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Ninth Floor | Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 | T: 702.796.5555
3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Ninth Floor | Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 | T: 702.796.5555

F: 702.369.2666
F: 702.369.2666

Las Vegas | LOs aNgeLes | PHOeNix | ReNO | WasHiNgTON, D.C.
Las Vegas | LOs aNgeLes | PHOeNix | ReNO | WasHiNgTON, D.C.
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Public Servants
LEFT TO RIGHT
STANDING: Andrew Eisen, NV Assembly, District 21 • Connie Brennan, Nevada Business Magazine • Sam McMullen, Gordon Silver
Lynn Stewart, NV Assembly, District 22 • James Oscarson, NV Assembly, District 36 • Brian Krolicki, Lieutenant Governor • Ross Miller, Secretary of State
John Hambrick, NV Assembly, District 2 • Cresent Hardy, NV Assembly, District 19 • Kelvin Atkinson, NV Senate, District 4 • Mark Manendo, NV Senate, District 21
Michael Roberson, NV Senate, District 20 • Joseph Hardy, NV Senate, District 12 | SITTING: Patricia Spearman, NV Senate, District 1 • Dina Titus, US Representative, NV District 1
Tina Quigley, Regional Transportation Commission of Southern NV • Kim Wallin, Controller • Irene Bustamante Adams, NV Assembly, District 42

Sponsored by
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Industry Focus

PUBLIC SERVANTS
our political differences to find solutions,
find common ground and reach compromise to advance the best interest of the
state.

MARK MANENDO: The biggest thing is
meeting the needs and efforts of our
constituents. Specifically with Southern
Nevada, we need to grow our legislative
council bureau in the Las Vegas office
to better represent and help people that
need assistance.

DINA TITUS: Congress has a pretty bad
reputation these days because nothing
much is happening. Part of the challenge
is doing as much as we can on the individual level for constituents as well as trying to move some legislation. All things

A

come back to infrastructure. We have to

public servant is anyone who serves

of Nevada faces: how do we transform

get people and products here or else our

the people, from Nevada’s elected

Nevada and our economy to compete re-

economy won’t grow, we won’t create jobs

officials to those serving in our

gionally, nationally and globally for good

and we won’t pull out of the recession.

public agencies. What isn’t often

paying and highly skilled jobs, and create

JOHN HAMBRICK: In 2009, Speaker Buck-

evident is that many of them do a sometimes

a dynamic, diverse economy? A big part

ley gave a challenge to assembly mem-

thankless job for little pay because they have a

of that is dramatically improving our edu-

bers to “do no harm”. With the budgets

passion for service.  From door-to-door cam-

cation system while making sure we main-

coming down and the lack of funding in

paigning to working to raise ever-increasing

tain a tax and regulatory environment that

many areas, there is going to be a drop

amounts of necessary funding, many Nevada

is job and business friendly.

off and there’s going to be a wall. I hope

public servants have a heart for the Silver State

KIM WALLIN: The biggest challenges is

we can keep going with “do no harm” but I

and for serving in office. Recently, a group of

figuring out how we’re going to meet the

have a feeling we’re going to have a prob-

Nevada’s public servants met at the offices of

needs of our citizens and provide funding

lem this session. The economic forum is

Gordon Silver to discuss their hopes for Ne-

when we have inadequate resources.

saying we’re 2 percent below last session.

vada’s future and the ways in which the state

CRESENT HARDY: We’re all here with good

That’s going to hurt and we are going to

can improve.

intentions and trying to do the right thing.

have to decide where it’s going to hurt

Connie Brennan, publisher and CEO

Sometimes we need to just step back and

less or where it’s going to hurt more.

of Nevada Business Magazine, served as

let the economy go the direction that it

KELVIN ATKINSON: I represent the most

moderator for the event. These monthly

needs to go. Let the entrepreneurs create

diverse senate district and it also has the

roundtables are designed to bring together

that business which creates the taxes that

most challenged schools in the state. We

leaders to discuss issues relevant to their

we all need. Taxes and unfunded man-

don’t have money for education and the

industries. Following is a condensed ver-

dates restrict growth in the business field.

schools in the state that suffer the most

sion of the roundtable discussion.

TINA QUIGLEY: Sometimes we’re caught

are from my district. Until we have some-

up in a “this is the way we do things” at-

thing better that does address the need

titude. The elected officials want to see

for funding in education, I have to be on

us make progress and a lot of us want

the side of doing something rather than

to make progress and move forward, but

nothing.

overcoming cultural inertia within agen-

ANDREW EISEN: It’s a matter of balance

cies is hard and exhausting work.

on so many levels: the personal and work

MICHAEL ROBERSON: The challenge we

ROSS MILLER: The biggest challenge fac-

balance, and the full time job and “part

face is the same challenge the entire state

ing public officials is trying to set aside

time” job of being a legislator in Nevada.

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGE FACING
PUBLIC SERVANTS?
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We feel very lucky to have the opportunity

dle, which is where most people fit on any

to do this. We don’t feel burdened by the

ideological scale, are left out of debates.

challenge and we all took it on voluntarily,

You have immediately polarized whatever

but being able to maintain that balance is

the topic might be and energized the ex-

really key.

tremes on both ends. The middle is where

IRENE BUSTAMANTE ADAMS: Small busi-

the compromise and policy could be made,

ness is a concern. The challenge is that

but the well has been poisoned.

the focus has been on recruiting big com-

LYNN STEWART: One thing that people are

panies to our state where we should be

shocked at is when they call and you an-

looking at expanding and retaining what

swer the phone. It takes them about 15

we already have here.

seconds to realize it’s really you and not

PATRICIA SPEARMAN: The issues and the

your staff.

challenges that we face are going to re-

SPEARMAN: Part of changing the perception

quire some very different approaches

is holding people accountable and remind-

than what we’ve always done. It is going

ing folks that you can’t just make stuff up.

to call upon each of us to dig deep inside

MANENDO: It’s in our interest to go out and

and find that moral fortitude to face those

make sure that we educate the public that,

challenges and make those tough deci-

in Nevada, we do things a little bit differ-

sions because the people of Nevada are

ently. Yes, it’s okay to call up a lobbyist to

WHAT IS THE PUBLIC’S
PERCEPTION OF
PUBLIC SERVANTS?

get some information to help your constitu-

BRIAN KROLICKI: It’s never been more

EISEN: There’s a perception that people

one of the things that’s very exciting about

difficult to perform these jobs. The pres-

are in this line of work to enrich themselves

living and being a public servant in Nevada.

sures have all come at the same time, but

personally. We all know this is not the sort

We do have their best interests at heart.

the environment in which we try to per-

of thing that you do for the fortune and

Finding the results to get there is a chal-

form this public service has never been

fame. You do this because you really want

lenge, but we need to do a better job to

more rancid. The partisanship, not just

to make a difference.   Even when we dis-

make sure that people understand we are

across the aisle but within traditional

agree on things, it’s because we disagree

working together.

families of parties, the scrutiny and intol-

on how we can help people, not whether

erance, makes it very difficult to do these

or not we should be helping. We genuinely

jobs when the problems are so profound.

want to make a contribution and want to

suffering. We’re at a point right now that
we can no longer argue the fact that we
need to do something. We need to figure
out what we need to do, bite the bullet and
get it done.

help

in

whatever

way we can.

TITUS:

“Let the entrepreneurs create
that business which creates
the taxes that we all need.”
— Cresent Hardy

Television

ent. Yes, it’s okay to call up your mayor or
someone in your federal government to
talk. You have personal relationships not
only with them but also their staff.  That’s

WHAT IS THE COST
OF RUNNING FOR
OFFICE?

contributes to pub-

BUSTAMANTE ADAMS: The first time I ran

lic

perception.

my husband was in Afghanistan. I won

Whenever they dis-

and was headed to Carson City when he

cuss an issue they

had come home injured. He was gone for

put the two extreme

about five years and was now the head of

talking heads on,

the household. It was chaos. The amount

just because that

of emotional and mental strain that it put on

makes better tele-

our family and marriage was intense.

vision. When you’re

ATKINSON: My first campaign cost $72,000,

hearing

my last one was close to $400,000.

from

the

extremes, the mid-

WALLIN: When I ran for controller I spent
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PUBLIC SERVANTS

about $190,000 in the last race. For treasur-

bring in new ideas to leadership positions

er, they’re saying I need about $600,000 to

that may have not been there were it not for

$800,000. The financial costs have gotten to

term limits. I also think it’s a positive thing for

be pretty crazy.

term limits to exist in the executive branch.
There’s a lot more I’d like to do as Secretary

WHAT ARE YOUR
THOUGHTS ON TERM
LIMITS?

of State but I think it’s time for someone else
to step in with some fresh ideas.

WHAT ROLE DO
LOBBYISTS PLAY?

KROLICKI: The loss, particularly in the legislative body, is extraordinary. That institution-

CRESENT HARDY: Lobbyists are one of the

al memory, the collective wisdom, the “been

greatest tools you can have. They know

there done that” and the calming effect of

about issues and most are there to help you

whiter hair is terribly important. Seniority in

get through the issues. Their job is to let us

Washington D.C. drives just about every de-

know and educate us on those issues, not

cision back there so having some artificial
term limit is absolutely wrong. The people

tempt to stay in office who are no longer in

make a decision whether it’s served them

office. If you’re going to have term limits it

well. Not to use a trite phrase, but term limits

should be in the executive branch.

exists and they’re called elections. There are

MILLER: We’ve seen some fresh blood come

many folks who are not term limited who at-

in through the legislature. New individuals

wait and see if we’re going to take the heat
for it because that leads us to think nobody
is against this thing so let’s go for it.

WHAT ARE SOME
POTENTIAL
OUTCOMES OF
THE UPCOMING
ELECTION?
JOSEPH HARDY: People in the state of Nevada have tried to figure out who’s right and
who’s wrong. But so much of what we do
is not what’s right or wrong; it’s what can
get done and what are the needs, wants
and funding. If we look at all the bills that
have passed in Nevada, about 95 percent
of them are with unanimous votes. There’s
still compromise that happens, and that
compromise and consensus works better
if you have some balance. You have to have
opposition in order to make it right.

STEWART: In this election, the ballot questions will be some of the most important
things that we’ll vote on - the Margins Tax
Initiative and the appeals court issue. We always center on people, but the questions are
going to be very, very important this time.

EISEN: I hope when people go to the ballot
and make decisions, those decisions are
20
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made based on who they feel will work hard

increasing. The legislature is going to have

for them. Not based on an ideology and not

to sit down and come up with alternative

based on a party affiliation.

funding sources for the state.

HOW HAS
PARTISANSHIP
AFFECTED
PROGRESS?

OSCARSON: Breaking down the perception
of the north, south and rural thing is critical to the success of this next session. Nevada is home to all of us whether you live in
the north, the south or the rurals. While the
challenges may be different, we all face the
same ones in some similar way.

SAY WHAT
“The border is secure.” – Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV)
speaking to reporters on July 15th. Jeh
Johnson, Secretary of Homeland Security
estimates the Immigration and Customs
enforcement will run out of money
by mid-August and says as many as
90,000 illegal minors are expected to be
apprehended by the end of September.

TITUS: The challenge in Washington is the
gridlock. Good policy has been replaced by
bad politics and you can’t get anything done.
We’re coming up on the highway trust fund
running out of money by the end of summer
and the renewal of the transportation bill.
This has always been bipartisan in the past;
there’s nothing really partisan about building a bridge, highway or airport, yet we can’t
make any progress even on an issue like that
which is so critical to the economy.

JAMES OSCARSON: Communication is the
key. We get into problems when there are
surprises on the floor and surprises in the voting process. The honesty and integrity of the
body needs to stay intact. Communicating
with your peers and colleagues as to how and
why you’re going to do things goes a long way.

QUIGLEY: Since January 1st, we have over
$65 million worth of projects out on the
street. We’ve created about 800 jobs related
to those projects just six months into it. That
never would’ve happened without the bipartisanship that occurred in this last session.

HOW WILL NEVADA
LOOK AFTER THIS
NEXT LEGISLATIVE
SESSION?
WALLIN: I’m hopeful that it will be better
but we’re still way off on the pre-recession
numbers. We’re about 7.8 percent down in
sales tax and 17.5 percent down in gaming revenues from pre-recession. That’s a
huge chunk of money, yet our population is
AUGUST 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Face to Face

DUSTY WUNDERLICH

CLAUDIA WINES

JEFFREY F. BARR, ESQ.

CEO
Bristlecone Holdings

Director
Northeastern Nevada Museum

Partner
Ashcraft & Barr | LLP

RENO

ELKO

LAS VEGAS

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST AND LEAST
ABOUT YOUR INDUSTRY?

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INTO
YOUR PROFESSION?

I enjoy the finance industry due to its di-

I was on the museum board of direc-

IF YOU COULD BE REMEMBERED
FOR ONE THING, WHAT WOULD
IT BE?

versity.  Since finance spans across all in-

tors. I became the interim director

I would like to be remembered as a

dustries this allows you to work with and

until we could find a real one. That

gregarious and caring husband, fa-

learn about a broad range of businesses.

was 13 years ago and I’m still here.

ther and lawyer who served his family,

The downside is that financing products
and services tend to be looked upon negatively by most people even though they
are crucial to our economy.

WHAT BUSINESS ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE SOMEONE JUST
STARTING IN YOUR INDUSTRY?
Work hard, stay humble, never stop learning,
and surround yourself around great minds.

WHAT WAS THE TOUGHEST LESSON
YOU’VE LEARNED IN YOUR CAREER?
The investment banking firm where I
started my career was a casualty to the
2008 recession.  We went from a strong
flourishing international firm to shut down
in a matter of weeks.  It taught me how

WHAT IS YOUR PET PEEVE?
People who hold grudges. Get mad
and get over it.

WHEN YOU WERE A KID,
WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE?
I was raised on a ranch and wanted
to marry a rancher when I grew up.
I did.

friends and community with enthusiasm and joy.

WHAT BUSINESS ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE SOMEONE JUST
STARTING IN YOUR INDUSTRY?
Be humble.   Be inquisitive.   Jump in
the deep end.  Be generous with your
time.   Enjoy the opportunities amidst
the stress.

WHAT BUSINESS ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE SOMEONE JUST
STARTING IN YOUR INDUSTRY?

IF YOU WERE PRESIDENT, WHAT
ISSUE WOULD YOU ADDRESS FIRST?

Don’t just do it the way it has always

I’d abolish the Internal Revenue Ser-

been done. If you’re not constantly

vice, and then resign.

improving the situation, you’re falling
behind. Shake things up.

IF YOU COULD TAKE BACK ONE
SENTENCE YOU’VE EVER SPOKEN,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?

always remain humble, especially in the

WHAT IS THE BEST MOMENT
OF YOUR CAREER?

good times.  When you start to think you

When I became a museum director.

this up-coming hearing, I’ll rip up my

are too big or successful to fail then you

It’s the best job I’ve ever had and I

law license.”  I lost.  But what a great

are already on the decline.

absolutely love it.

lesson on humility!

quickly you can lose everything and to
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I once confidently bragged, “If I lose
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COMMENTARY

A PIECE OF NEVADA’S PIE
THE VIEW FROM RENO’S MAYORAL OFFICE
Mayor Bob Cashell, City of Reno

A

good friend of mine, former Nevada
Riverwalk District, recently voted one of the
Governor Mike O’Callaghan, once
10 Best Riverwalks in America by Travel &
Leisure, and you have the formula for one of
told me: “Don’t try to get the whole
the nation’s great downtowns. I was down there
pie. Get a piece of the pie. Maybe
on the Fourth of July, and you couldn’t stir the
later you can get another piece of the pie.”
people with a stick.
That philosophy — that you’re only as good
The ReTRAC project, which lowered more
as the whole — is one that I’ve followed relithan two miles of train tracks that once ran digiously during my time in public office, whethrectly through downtown, came in under budget
er it be as City of Reno Mayor (2002-present),
and ahead of schedule. The improvements were
Lieutenant Governor of Nevada (1982-86), or
astounding. Train accidents diminished, traffic
during my tenure on the University of Nevada
Mayor Bob
flow improved, emergency vehicle access was
System Board of Regents from 1978 to 1982.
enhanced, property values increased and there
I’ve followed it my personal life as well; from
City of Reno
have been numerous environmental benefits.
building Cashell Enterprises to as far back as
my years coaching Pop Warner football.
We also remodeled Virginia Street, the
A group of high school seniors recently asked me what
gateway to downtown Reno, by putting in sidewalks, trees,
my greatest accomplishments are. To their surprise, I anlights and generally cleaning up the area. This is paving
swered, “I don’t have any.” That’s because there’s no “I” in
the way for a more cohesive downtown connection to our
team or we. I found out pretty early in my career that busiTier 1 University of Nevada, Reno. In the future, I’d like to
ness is a team game. You work with people and compromise.
see money put toward demolishing some of the dilapidated
Giving and taking is crucial. That’s my advice to the next
hotels and improving the aesthetics of the entryway to the
generation of public servants and business leaders.
university.
In November of this year, my term will end as Reno MayThose are just a few of the highlights during my three
or, a role I’ve served in for more than a decade. Naturally,
terms as Mayor. I’ve always emphasized that running City
I’ve fielded the “what are you most proud of?” questions a
Hall is a team effort. The Council Members and I set policy;
lot lately. It’s been a pleasure working alongside a dedicated
we don’t manage the day-to-day operations. It’s the City emgroup of Reno City Council Members, City Managers, and
ployees who do the lion’s share of work. They’re the face of
employees. Together we’ve accomplished a lot and executed
the community.
Before I served in government, I came from the prisome big projects that have changed the face of the city.
Reno has been home to a Triple-A baseball team, the
vate sector as owner of Cashell Enterprises. Most people
Reno Aces, since 2009. Aces Ballpark stands out as one of
know of my connection to Boomtown Casino & Hotel,
Triple-A’s classiest stadiums and has been a great addition to
but I’ve owned and managed several properties in Nevada
The Biggest Little City in the World.
through the years. Having a business background has
We established a successful network of Community Ashelped me understand the budgets and formulas used in
sistance Center homeless shelters in 2008. The City of Reno
city government.
has continued to serve a lead role with operations focused on
The only way you can move your business forward is
assisting people in recovering from homelessness.
through a group effort. No individual is ever 100 percent
Residents and visitors to downtown Reno can enjoy a
right. It is through the sum of the parts, whether it’s private
world-class whitewater kayak park. Combine that with The
business or government, that you can enjoy the whole pie.

Cashell
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ELKO

CATCHES UP TO GROWTH
by Doresa Banning

Photo courtesy of the Northeastern Nevada Regional Redevelopment Authority

While

the rest of Nevada suffered the

Consequently, Elko has outgrown many

40,000 square feet as it can’t accommo-

dramatic 2007 economic downturn and af-

of its facilities. In some cases, a significant

date all demands for conference/meeting

termath, the Greater Elko region boomed,

deficiency exists, such as industrial land

space, said Don Newman, the executive

primarily due to bustling mining operations

and buildings, convention space, parks

director. The new facility, about a $12- to

resulting from a high gold price. In fact,

and hotel rooms. Various agencies are ad-

$15-million project, would increase capac-

over the last decade, the population there

dressing those gaps but having to do so in

ity from 250 to 1,000 people. The project

has burgeoned. The City of Elko alone

the pre-boom-like economy Elko now is ex-

is projected to be complete by late 2015 or

went from about 10,000 to 20,000, with the

periencing.

early 2016.

broader Elko area home to about 30,000.

In the Works

“It’s been good steady growth,” said

“It will give us space that is desperately
needed in the community,” Newman said.

Mayor Chris Johnson, who’s also the pres-

The Elko Convention & Visitors Author-

“We have run out of space and there’s not

ident/owner of Elko-based Charles Ches-

ity (ECVA) is in the due diligence phase

enough between us, the hotels and other ar-

ter Plumbing & Heating.

of plans to expand its current building to

eas in community.”
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cal and state governments would benefit from

As additional lodging, too, is needed,
the city is reviewing proposals for three ho-

increased taxes,” said Tim Crowley, the presi-

Don

tel projects, either new ones or expansions,
Newman said.
As for other projects, the bid for construction of a new, approximately $6 million police

Newman

dent of the Nevada Mining Association, which

Elko Convention
& Visitors Bureau

gas enterprises.

encompasses mining, geothermal and oil and

Thriving Industries

station was due in July, Johnson said. The city
has about $3 million banked already for that.

executive director of the Northeastern Nevada

Mining remains Elko’s top industry with

Also, it’s committed $1.6 million for a water line

Regional Development Authority (NNRDA),

mining support services a close second. About

extension to the area of the 298 interchange

which covers Elko, Elko County, Carlin, Wells

500 Elko businesses solely serve the mines,

with Interstate 80, west of Elko, which would

and West Wendover. Should Noble eventually

Borda said.

allow for desperately needed industrial build-

produce oil in the region, it could greatly im-

“If the gold mines shut down tomorrow, we

ing parcels there. A third project in develop-

pact the county and the state. For one, it would

could close our doors,” she added. “Literally,

ment is a $15 million sports complex with six

translate into greater growth for the region be-

it would be that serious. We are at this point

fields for locals and traveling teams.

cause it supplies many of the workers for mines

in time very, very dependent on those gold

and the like.

mines.”

“Elko is busting at the seams for park area,”
Johnson said. “The park area versus the population is low.”

“That would mean more jobs and more

Nevada as a whole also gains significant-

economic activity. There’s a multiplier that

ly from mining in Greater Elko. It receives the

Noteworthy private enterprise news in-

comes with each oil job that would create

net proceeds of minerals tax, one of its big-

cludes Noble Energy Inc. having begun explo-

a vendor base and more small businesses.

gest revenue sources, and a portion of the

ration drilling for oil along a property swath that

There’s also certainly a tax implication because

region’s sales tax. Further, mining affects

runs north and south through Elko County and

oil pays the net proceeds of minerals tax, like

about 1,200 businesses throughout the

includes Jiggs and Wells, said Pam Borda, the

mineral miners and geothermal do. Both lo-

Silver State, which provide services, sup-
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ELKO
plies and equipment for the industry in and
around Elko.
A number of new mines or expansions of

“We’re just trying to keep up with the dayto-day,” Newman said. “With so many things,
so many events, we stay very busy.”

existing operations are planned in Northeast-

The ECVA recently launched a new mar-

ern Nevada, all of which could benefit Elko.

keting campaign slogan, “Experience the Un-

Newmont Mining Corp. is in the permitting

expected,” referring to the unanticipated plea-

phase with its Long Canyon deposit in Elko

sures people find on their visits to Elko, whether

County. It’s slated to come online sometime in

it’s the dining, the natural beauty, the events or

2015 or 2016.

something else. Additionally, the agency hosts

“That’s going to be a big one for Elko,”
Johnson said.
Barrick Gold Corp. is exploring its Gold-

numerous familiarization tours for tour operators and travel writers and is aggressively targeting the tour bus business.

rush discovery and advancing toward pro-

More flights into Elko would help boost its

duction on its Cortez Hills mine, both in

convention and tourism business, too, New-

Lander County. Nevada Copper Inc.’s Pump-

man said. With additional air service, a larger

kin Hollow project in Yerington is in develop-

convention facility and more hotel rooms, the

ment. Midway Gold Corp. is developing its

ECVA then could pursue a broader client base,

Gold Rock gold mine in White Pine County.

including, for example, groups that rotate their

General Moly Inc. is seeking financing for

conference/convention/trade show business

its fully permitted, Mt. Hope molybdenum

around the intermountain west.

mine in Eureka County. Western Lithium
USA Corp.’s Kings Valley lithium project in

Economic Redevelopment

Humboldt County could move forward, too,

Because such a significant portion of Elko’s

particularly if Tesla Motors Inc. chooses the

economy relies on gold mining, the NNRDA’s

Silver State for its gigafactory.

main goal is to diversify the region’s economy,

“We’re continuing to see a lot of bright

Borda said. (Elko’s other strong industries are

spots in the [mining] industry, but at the same

government and ranching.) To do so, it’s focus-

time, it’s facing a lot of new challenges,” Crow-

ing on other types of mining, such as barite, flu-

ley said.

orspar, potash and others. Also, it’s attracting

They include the depressed gold price

to the region mining suppliers, or companies

($1,320/ounce in late June), lower ore grades

that manufacture products used in mining, as

and increased costs of fuel, machine mainte-

they can better withstand precious metals and

nance and labor, Crowley said.

minerals’ price fluctuations.

Some Nevada mines have slowed, produc-

The NNRDA is developing additional eco-

tion and revenue have decreased and some

nomic sectors for which the region is well

are moving toward temporarily halting opera-

suited, such as the various renewable energy

tions. For instance, Veris Gold Corp., which op-

types (solar, wind and geothermal) and trans-

erates Jerritt Canyon in Elko County, last year

portation and logistics.

laid off about 60 people and this June, filed for

As for recruitment of companies to the area

bankruptcy.

and expansion of ones already there, the agen-

     Tourism/gaming, Elko’s third top economic

cy has about five leads in the hopper, three of

sector, remains strong, Newman said. The convention center is booked an average of 24 days
per month, and the ECVA assists with 10 major
community events per year—the National Cowboy Poetry Gathering, the National Basque
Festival, the Elko Fair and Horse Races, among
others.
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Johnson
City of Elko
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Special Report
which are prospective new firms, but the recent

The chamber has launched a handful of

crisis of zero industrial parcels and buildings

new programs, including Business Before

has hampered these efforts somewhat. Currently, a business park and a build-to-suit building are being constructed, with more planned.
One NNRDA coup has been the development of the Leadership Council, which encom-

Tim

Hours, a morning networking event; Weekly

Crowley

Happenings, e-mail blasts about member and

Nevada Mining Association

chamber goings on; New Member Orientations; and the Young Ambassador program,
an opportunity for 14 to 20 year olds to involve

passes heads of the cities and county under

Involved Small Businesses

its purview and other regional entities such as

Business for the area’s smaller companies

The primary issue the chamber continues

the school district, college and ECVA. Newly

remains fairly steady, said Jennifer Sprout, the

to address is the potential for passage of a law

formed, it’s gearing up to tackle regional issues

CEO of the Elko Area Chamber, the 758-mem-

enacting a margin tax, Sprout said.

as one entity.

ber organization that serves its members by pro-

“That’s really exciting, and I’m pleased

moting economic growth and stability through

themselves in the chamber and community.

Five-year Outlook

advocacy and communication. The chamber it-

Experts are optimistic about Elko’s near-

Redevelopment is needed in many rural

self has been growing at a rapid rate, welcoming

term future, stating that mining should remain

areas, including downtown Elko, which has

200 new members in a single year. As such, its

prosperous and productive and grow, and if

been in a slow decline for some time, has lost

focus is on engaging all of them, often in one-on-

Noble Energy produces oil nearby, Greater Elko

a lot of retailers once there and needs revi-

one fashion, helping with whatever they need.

could again experience a boom. The tourism

about its progress so far,” Borda said.

talization, said Duane Jones, the president

“Our chamber is so strong, our member-

of the Elko Downtown Business Association

ship is strong and our board of directors is

“Elko will be fine for years to come,” Mayor

(DBA) and owner of Elko-based Cedar Creek

strong,” Sprout said. “Being Elko County and

Johnson said, “but when we have an opportu-

Clothing Co.

the population that we serve, to have over 750

nity, we should save money. We still have to be

members is just amazing.”

smart. It’s not that we’re off the hook.”

On the heels of much planning, the NNRDA

industry should see vibrant growth, too.

is conducting some studies and preparing to
award a bid for development of an economic
vision for Elko over the next 20 years. Also,
some design studies are being done for the
downtown corridor, specifically the area where
the railroad tracks used to wind through town
and now parking lots exist.
Elko’s DBA has been and remains heavily involved in the downtown redevelopment
discussions and decisions. It’s a 50-member
group dedicated to promoting downtown businesses and maintaining downtown Elko as an
attractive, safe, clean and vibrant place.
Also, the association, in June, hired a parttime events coordinator to increase its five
months of events to 12. Currently, it offers five
Wine Walks per year (which are popular), one of
which is a combination Art Walk, along with the
Snowflake Festival and Elko Uncorked (a wine
tasting), among others.
“That’s the most exciting thing we’re doing right now, stepping on the gas as far as
just more promotion and filling in the spaces,”
Jones said. “We just need to kind of persevere
and move ahead.”
AUGUST 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Around the State
RSCVA Sees
Year-Over-Year
Growth
The Reno-Sparks Convention and
Visitors Authority (RSCVA) concluded the Fiscal Year 2013/2014 with
163,259 room nights of future business for Reno, Sparks and North Lake
Tahoe. That number is a 49 percent increase from last year’s 110,000 room
nights. According to the RSCVA, 63
percent of this year’s bookings are
new business for the Reno area.

Hamilton Solar
Researches
Strategies for
Incentive Program

Touro University Nevada Launches Mobile
Healthcare Clinic
Touro University Nevada, a private, non-profit university in Southern Nevada, has
launched a mobile healthcare clinic to serve the homeless in downtown and throughout
the Las Vegas Valley. The mobile clinic was privately supported by several donors including Zappos, Findlay RV/Automotive Group, the Junior Leagure of Las Vegas, Color Reflections and Heiser Design. Students from Touro’s Physician Assistant Studies program,
under faculty supervision, will provide all medical services in the mobile clinic.

Reno-based Hamilton Solar has begun
research and development of strategies for customers to take advantage
of NV Energy’s performance based
incentive program. The program allows residential homes to receive upfront cash rebates for solar power and
raises the maximum available rebate
for commercial properties.

IKEA Announces
Plans to Build Store
in Las Vegas
IKEA, a home-furnishings retailer
out of Sweden, has announced plans
to build a 351,000 square foot IKEA
store in the Spring Valley area of Las
Vegas. The store will be built on 26
acres along I-215 near Durango and
Sunset. This will be the first IKEA
store in Nevada and is expected to
open in the Summer of 2016.
AUGUST 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Expert Advice

FRANCHISES

A CLOSER LOOK AT FRANCHISING
Jim Brock is founder and president of Simple Computer Repair in Henderson.

M

any businesses view franchising as a lowcost way to expand their operations, while
franchisees see an opportunity to work for
themselves without the same level of vulnerability that’s associated with starting a new venture from
scratch. While both answers are correct, the truth is that the
franchise business model seems deceptively simple from
the outside. Here’s a closer look at the ins and outs of franchising, and how to tell if it’s the right choice for a company.

So a Business is Ready to Franchise ... Or is it?
Those who have built a successful operation on their
own but feel hesitant about taking on the high debt that’s
typically associated with expanding have probably looked
into franchising as an alternative. Franchising a business allows individuals to purchase a new location from
a business owner up front. The franchisee then assumes
the risks of success or failure, and the business owner receives passive income in the shape of royalties on his/her
product or service.
Sounds great, right? Certainly, franchising a business
can be beneficial to both parties – when approached correctly. There are a few elements a business needs to have
in place to successfully franchise:
• Is there a market? Has the business owner proven
over several years that a high demand for his/her
product/service exists? Is the local demand the
same regionally, nationally and, potentially, internationally? Is the business “built to last,” or is it a
craze?
• Can franchisees make money? It makes sense that
the original business concept needs to be solidly
and consistently profitable before thoughts of expansion can be entertained. However, potential
franchisors also need to look at that expanded
market to ensure the same metrics and conditions
that promote profitability in their existing enterprise can be easily translated to a new location under different management.
• Is the business model replication-friendly? Does
an easy-to-follow operations manual exist? Can
a franchisee with no background in the industry
easily learn the “how-tos” and “the whys”? Does it
30
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translate to their employee training? Can store fixtures and supplies be readily and easily purchased
in any region?
• Can training be standardized and simplified? It
only takes a quick look at some well-known franchise restaurants (Jimmy John’s, for example) to
realize that a system has to already be in place for
a franchise to turn a profit, and that system has
to be streamlined enough to translate into use by
franchisees.
Once a business owner has a universally marketable
product backed by a proven and simplified training and
delivery system, they’re in good shape to franchise.

Choose Franchisees Wisely
The viability of a franchise depends heavily on the franchisees themselves. Franchisors should take the time to interview potential candidates thoroughly. It’s important that
they have likeminded beliefs about the business; a long view
of success is far more beneficial than a short-term attitude of
wringing every possible penny out of daily operations.
It’s not enough just to bring a product to market – franchisees have to invest the time and effort to do so correctly. Without this attitude, their employees suffer and so
will a budding franchise.
In choosing candidates, franchisors should keep their
eyes peeled for potential red flags:
• Someone who’s reluctant to follow the recipe. (Of
course, this also begs the question of why they
wanted to buy a franchise in the first place).
• Someone who loves telling the franchisor everything he/she is doing wrong.
• Someone who doesn’t buy into the franchisor’s
business philosophy.
If a prospective franchisee isn’t on board with the
business and what it stands for, they aren’t a fit.
A trustworthy franchisee will want to look under a company’s hood, so franchisors should assemble a comprehensive franchise disclosure document (FDD) that spells everything out in black and white. Sometimes, this can be accomplished through a franchise development company, which
can then also help find and qualify franchisee leads. Above
all, it’s important to do what’s best for the business.
NEVADABUSINESS.COM
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MARGIN TAX WOULD CAUSE
DESTRUCTION OF 3,600+
PRIVATE-SECTOR JOBS
NEW DYNAMIC, GENERAL-EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS
SIMULATES IMPACT OF TAX PROPOSAL
Geoffrey Lawrence is deputy policy director at the Nevada Policy Research Institute.

A

lthough much has been said about the proposed margin tax
on businesses that will appear as Question 3 on November’s ballot, there is a shocking lack of clarity about the
actual impact of the tax on Nevada’s economy.
There isn’t even agreement on an approximate amount of new tax
dollars the tax would generate, much less its wider impact on broad
economic indicators such as employment, investment or gross state
product. Initially, advocates claimed the levy would raise $800 million annually in tax revenue. Other observers have estimated that
revenues could range anywhere from $460 million to $750 million.
Meanwhile, the Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau simply says it
can’t come up with a revenue estimate.
That’s a lot of uncertainty for one of the most basic numbers associated with a tax proposal. To be fair, the tax is extremely complicated. Being a gross receipts tax with a choice of deductions, its
impact on each business will vary greatly, depending on the firm’s
margin of profit (or loss), structure of production and selection of tax
deduction. This reality means that while it’s possible to — laboriously — calculate the tax for a single firm, it’s nearly impossible to
extrapolate those results to the state economy more broadly.
Previous estimates have seen this obstacle as a major stumbling
block. Applied Analysis, for instance, provides a useful analysis of
aggregated tax returns by industry to show how the tax would impact
the “average” firm within each economic sector. The problem, however, is that there is no such thing as an “average” firm. Recognizing the severe limitations of their approach, the analysts reviewed financials for a handful of selected businesses, spotlighting the unique
impact on each of those firms. Of course, the results could not be
extrapolated upward to yield the total impact on the state.
Perhaps even more problematic is that these approaches use information about the past behavior of firms, without accounting for
different ways that firms might, in response to this tax, change their
behavior — such as by relocating or laying off workers.
The nascent Guinn Center for Public Policy suggests that the tax
could produce fewer tax dollars than suggested by advocates and

that it could lead to substantial job losses. But these observations are
rather loosely extrapolated from historical experience with Nevada’s
Modified Business Tax and with the margin tax in Texas. Both of
those histories are of questionable value for comparison.
The entire margin tax debate has been clouded by a shocking
dearth of quality numbers about the tax’s impact.
To fill this void, the Nevada Policy Research Institute turned to
the Beacon Hill Institute at Suffolk University for its highly complex model of the Nevada economy, the Nevada State Tax Analysis
Modeling Program (NV-STAMP®). Its thousands of lines of data
allow NPRI to provide the public with a dynamic analysis of the tax’s
impact across the entire Nevada economy and, thus, reasonable estimates of the tax’s true impact.
This new analysis shows that revenues associated with the margin
tax would actually be higher than previously anticipated, as the tax
would draw $862.5 million out of the private economy beginning in
2015 and this amount would balloon to $938.0 million by 2018.
However, individuals and firms would change their behavior in
response to the new tax, and these changes would result in the loss
of 3,610 private-sector jobs during the first year of implementation.
This job loss would be only partially offset by an increase in publicsector employment. The net job loss would result in less money circulating within the economy and reduce disposable income within
the state by $240 million, on net. The largest job losses would come
in the hotel and entertainment industry, followed by retail trade, real
estate and banking and finance.
In addition, because of the shrinking private economy, existing
tax instruments would generate less revenue. In total, state government would lose $10.6 million from other tax instruments, while local governments would lose $8.5 million. This would be a total loss
for Nevada’s cities and counties because they will receive none of the
margin tax proceeds.
This dynamic, general-equilibrium analysis sheds important
light on the consequences, for Nevadans, if the proposed margin
tax passes.
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Building Nevada

NEVADA'S
RESIDENTIAL
MARKET
A SEASON OF CHANGE
By Jennifer Rachel Baumer

For the last two years, Nevada’s residential

Until legislation in 2011 changed foreclosure

“Median prices have continued to rise, howev-

housing market has seen substantial rebound,

laws, mortgage lenders tended to file notic-

er the increase has slowed. I think that’s good,

with significant effect on prices. Lowered me-

es of default 30, 60 or 90 days after the first

and for people who believe we’re pricing our-

dian home prices have created low inventory

missed mortgage payment. In 2012 approxi-

selves out of the market, we’ve just passed

and a seller’s market, which in turn impacted

mately 77 percent of homes in Reno’s North

where we were selling homes in 2004, so that

distressed properties and neighborhoods.

Valleys and Fernley were underwater, accord-

should put the numbers in perspective.”

“People are a lot smarter today, having
learned from mistakes that occurred in the

ing to Nancy Fennell, president, Dickson Realty. Today it’s at 28 percent.

In Southern Nevada, where 13 to 14
months ago the distressed properties made

market; buyers are much smarter,” said John

Today’s market mix shows 87 percent of ac-

up 75 percent of the market, they now make

Tippins, CEO and founder of Northcap, a Ne-

tive homes on the market are traditional sales,

up 8 percent and inventory is down to about

vada real estate firm that focuses on high-rise

6 percent short sales and 4 percent foreclo-

a three month supply, according to Wally

condominiums.

sures, relative to homes for sale in June. There

Kowis, corporate banker, Realty ONE Sum-

But is the market back to where it was be-

are 927 active listings in Northern Nevada

merlin. For a market that’s used to having a

fore the downturn or even before the housing

which represents only a 1.24 month supply,

five to seven month supply, that’s low, and

bubble that contributed to the downturn? Or is

which is low – normally the market carries a

driving prices up.

there still a ways to go?

three to four month supply. Low inventory
continues to keep prices high.

Home Sweet Home

“Last year in May, a median sold closing
price in Las Vegas was $170,000, and in May

May 2014 was the third highest May for the

2014, the median sales price closed about

number of housing units sold, said Fennell.

$195,000,” said Kowis. That’s a fairly decent

When Nevada’s housing market tumbled in

jump in housing prices, and an indicator of how

2007-2008, an overabundance of short sales

low inventory is. Similarly, in Washoe County,

and foreclosures on the market meant distressed properties or special conditions sales
made up approximately 80 percent of the
market; only 20 percent of sales closed were
traditional market with no special conditions.

Nancy

Fennell
Dickson Realty

median first quarter prices ran $246,000 in
2012, $275,000 in 2013 and $320,000 in 2014.
In June 2006 Las Vegas median prices
were $315,000, said Heidi Kasama, president,
Greater Las Vegas Association of Realtors.
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inventory declines. In May 2014, the median

Heidi

Kasama
Greater Las Vegas
Association of Realtors

price in Northern Nevada stood at $240,000,

Wally

up 4 percent over April. In Southern Nevada

Kowis

median prices stood at $192,000 in April and
$195,000 in May, an indicator the market isn’t

Realty ONE Summerlin

going crazy fast but is healthy. “In a 30 day
period it climbed $3,000, so that’s substanThe lowest price was $118,000 in January
2012. “That’s a huge spread,” said Kasama.
“May 2014 we closed with a median price
of $195,000, so we’re almost back to where
we were five years ago, and we’ve had 19
straight months of price increases.”
Increases are good. A steady market might
be better. Steady works for communities and
neighborhoods where constant roller coaster
trends cause uncertainty – sellers don’t know
whether to sell or hold out hoping prices will
rise and they’ll have more equity. Buyers
aren’t certain if the house they want will cost
more, less or the same tomorrow.
In 2011, when Nevada’s housing market hit
rock bottom, there were so many distressed
properties for sale that smart investors and
other buyers bought up everything they
could. That meant, going into 2012, so much
inventory had been absorbed that rather than
a glut of empty houses on the market, we
now had an inventory shortage driving housing prices up.
Today, with consumer confidence building, people are more comfortable moving

tial, but not a red flag,” said Kowis.
Those are fairly significant changes in one
month, indicating a seller’s market that holds
prices at a higher level. “That creates an opportunity for people who have been previously upside down in their mortgage to be
able to sell and not have to short sell,” said
Ashworth. It also means those people may
be able to buy other properties, making them
both buyers and sellers.
Ashworth notes the Federal Reserve may
be planning to raise short term interest rates.
“Any time the Fed increases interest rates in
any way, shape or form, the market usually
follows.” Rising median prices and rising interest rates could make it difficult for first time
buyers to qualify.
That said, there are multiple loan programs available for first time buyers, not only
through FHA and Freddie Mac, but locally
through the Nevada Rural Housing Authority, according to Ashworth, including home
grants through USDA.

Where the Homes Are

to, numbers range from 6,000 to over 10,000,
we really don’t know. The banks are releasing
those a few at a time and as soon as they go
on the market, they go pretty quickly. Anything with a median price of $240,000, anything under $200,000 goes pretty quickly.”
Housing prices are up, inventory is down
and sellers are getting a little more equity
when they sell. Not where things were three
years ago.
Real estate has always been a cyclical market, Kowis said; the market is in the process of
coming out of the distressed market cycle. “It
took a little longer than we liked these last six,
eight, 10 years, but it’s always been cyclical.”
Now the housing market’s stronger, the
next step is strengthening the builder market.
“We’re talking more and more with builders
out there, and I hear there’s some very good
product coming on inventory,” said Kowis.
“All that helps. When the builder market
starts getting a little healthier, that helps the
entire economy too.”
Not everything is in the building phase,
however. There are no new plans to build

forward with plans to buy and sell, downsize

One source of future inventory could be

and up-size. “It’s a healthier market,” said

the so-called shadow inventory, those REO

“For folks who want to have this unique

Kasama. “People can make plans.”

(real estate owned) properties held on bank

living lifestyle, whether it’s downtown

“So going from 2012 into 2013, we enjoyed

portfolios, foreclosed but not re-sold. Once

at the Ogden or Juhl or south Strip at

an average of about a 30 percent increase in

expected to cause a mini-bubble if banks re-

ONE Las Vegas, those types of buildings

market value or increase in equity throughout

leased these houses en masse, REO proper-

aren’t going to be built anymore for quite

Northern Nevada,” said Mark Ashworth, pres-

ties aren’t really having a huge effect.

a while,” said Tippins. “For the high-rise

ident, Reno/Sparks Association of Realtors.
The increase has been mostly in mid-range

“No one knows how many there may be,”

market, people realize they’re still buying

said Ashworth. “Depending on who you talk

something that no one is planning to build
anytime soon.”

homes. High end homes were less effected
by the housing market’s roller coaster since
2007, largely because people who can afford those homes are less concerned about
financing. Low to mid-range homes in the
$125,000 to $275,000 range have enjoyed
the increases and continue to rise in price as
34

high-rise condominiums in the state.
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Mark

Ashworth
Reno/Sparks Association
of Realtors

Houses and Homes
So who are these properties selling to?
As homes started to move again with low
prices and a glut of distressed properties on
the market, investors moved in, making cash
NEVADABUSINESS.COM
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John

Tippins
Northcap

Coming Up Out
of the Ground

Kolleen

Kelley

The low inventory of homes for sale in

Nevada Association
of Realtors

Northern Nevada hasn’t led to much new
construction, in part because it’s difficult
for homebuilders to secure financing for

purchases. The number of cash purchases
has dropped said Kasama, from 60 percent
of closings to 40.
“I would venture to say back in 2011, 2012,
many of the transactions were by investors
who have turned [the homes] around and
fixed them. Just because you got a good
price on a home doesn’t mean you can just
flip it and make money,” said Ashworth.
Though there have been disparaging remarks about investors buying low and selling
higher, Ashworth points out such discussions
overlook the amount of money investors had
to put into such homes to bring them back to
marketable level, with a corresponding beneficial effect on the neighborhood where the
home is located.
Today foreclosed homes coming onto the
market with some Fannie Mae programs require 30-day owner occupancy before investors can take over, which caps the number of
investors turning homes into rentals, according to Kolleen Kelley, president, Nevada Association of Realtors. That’s a boon for buyers who were being outbid by investors who
had cash in hand, and owner occupants have
active involvement in the neighborhoods
where they buy. “You have pride in ownership,” said Kelley. “Owners take care of their
homes.”
With a good number of investors out of
state, the property is left to management
companies who have less interest than an
owner-occupant. Stats for owner occupants
versus investors dovetail with the available

new construction. Owner-builders can
find home loans, but contractors can’t, so
they’re moving cautiously, with some of
the larger companies building five or six
new homes at a time, all pre-sold.
In Southern Nevada, though, there
are new homes being built. Cadence, a
2,200-acre master planned community is
set to impact the local economy with new
construction jobs and new homes coming
online.
Sales prices haven’t just increased on
existing homes – the price of land has
increased significantly too, making new
home construction a challenge. Before
the downturn land sold in some Valley locations for as much as $700,000 to $1 million per acre. During the downturn some
areas dropped to less than $100,000 an
acre. Now in Clark County prices are back
up around $400,000 an acre and more
than $500,000 an acre in Summerlin,
more than four times what land was going for 18 months ago, according to Nat
Hodgson, executive director, Southern
Nevada Homebuilders.
This means a new home on new dirt will
cost more than the same house built a
year ago on existing dirt. Labor, material,
municipality fees have all gone up, said
Hodgson. “Just when you’re getting up
from a 10 count, you get punched again
when you’re still trying to stand up.”
Even with Cadence coming in, the
number of new homes going up in South-

show between 49 and 52 percent of closings
are cash transactions; a large percentage,
maybe 30 to 40 percent, of cash transactions
are made by investors.

to 1991 through 1993, the average number of new homes put in the ground here
was 11,000 to 12,000, and that was the
last recession,” said Hodgson. “We’re
halfway there. So people are saying, ‘Oh,
you guys are back.’ If you call 50 percent of the way back to the last recession that we had here in home building,
OK, but from 1995 to 1999 the average
was 18,000 to 21,000 homes. So the
good news is we should have a long way
to go before we start panicking because
we built 6,000 homes. I’d like to be in the
9,000 to 10,000 range; that’s a healthy,
sustainable number.”
Another reason the pace of new home
production in Southern Nevada is off, said
Hodgson, is that Clark County just wasn’t
prepared with staff to process raw dirt
maps because they haven’t had to for so
long. “That delayed everything probably
by six months,” said Hodgson, so what’s
happening in June should have happened
in January. If it had, new home construction would probably be off only by about 5
percent.
“It’s a great time to buy here,” said
Kasama. “Interest rates are still great,
you’ve got a few more choices out there
with inventory now, so now you have
your job, you’re secure, I think some
people were treating the housing market almost like the stock market, trying
to gamble on what’s a good time, what’s
a bad time. The good time is now. You

distressed market, said Kowis. There are still
investors in the market and recent numbers

ern Nevada is still down. “If you go back

Nat

have the ability to purchase, it’s great

Hodgson
Southern Nevada
Homebuilders

interest rates, the economy is healing,
we have stronger consumer confidence,
so move forward with your plans and become a homeowner.”
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Executive
Education
New Pathways
to Success
by Chris Sieroty

When the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) Extended
Studies program held a series of leadership sessions for
Barrick Gold, the event embodied new trends in executive education in Nevada.
The 15 courses held over two months were shorter
than the training once offered by business schools and
colleges. Instead of theoretical discussions of leadership, the program covered specific issues requested by
Barrick Gold, which had wanted to design a customized
leadership development program.
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In contrast to the way most companies
traditionally conduct executive education,
Barrick Gold worked with the college to
develop a needs assessment and sought
input from every level of the company
to see if it was what they needed. Jodi

While both UNR and UNLV officials declined to disclose their revenues, custom-

Jodi

ized executive programs may be lucrative

Herzik

for the schools.

University of Nevada, Reno

For example, a UNLV Public Relations
Certificate costs between $150 and $320

Herzik, executive director of Professional

continues in Nevada, more and more stu-

per class.   With six required courses, in-

Development Programs at UNR, said her

dents are now being assisted by employers

cluding crisis communications, media re-

staff then worked with Barrick Gold to

to pay off tuition.

lations and writing for public relations, the

design specific curriculum that met the
mining company’s identified needs.
“These programs allow businesses
to build the staff they need to be more
productive and successful,” Herzik said.
“These contract training programs also allow us to provide more specific training.”
In Barrick Gold’s case, Herzik said the
result was a series of 15 courses held during a two month period covering topics
such as developing a business plan, building high performance teams and the legal
environment of business. UNR’s Extended
Studies program held the courses in Elko,

Where

compassionate cancer care
and expert physicians meet.

which meant less impact logistically for
Barrick Gold employees.
“It’s a much different business than
before the recession,” said Emmanuel Sarris, director of continuing education at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV).
“We do have some corporate clients, but
our continuing and executive education
programs offer 25 to 40 different types of
courses.”
Herzik said UNR has three or four employees meeting with corporate clients to
create the courses they need.
“Adult learning is so different from K-12
or college,” Herzik said. “We listen to the client and develop the curriculum. It needs to
apply to their lives and they need to take it
back to their job the next day and use it.”

Business of Education
Executive education is a business that
is on the upswing, especially after the recession in 2008 when companies cut training budgets. The timing of that growth has
been fortuitous. As the economic recovery
AUGUST 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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cost of that certificate in public relations

“Our project management program is

Emmanuel

can run as high as $1,920.

Sarris

“Most people who take these courses
move into the workforce pretty quickly,”

University of Nevada,
Las Vegas

Sarris said “They are priced very differently
than a course at UNLV. We look at what the
expenses are and how many students we
have. That’s how we price it.”

booming,” Herzik said. “It gives people the
skills on how to build a team, manage a small
or large scale project and create timelines.
The lessons learned can be used in any industry. Right now this course is heavily used
in the construction industry to train their em-

are designed for executives and employees

ployees to run operations.”

Sarris cautioned that certificate and

who want to keep up with current business

Certificate and executive education pro-

executive courses aren’t eligible for fed-

trends or update their skills. She said she

grams have become a crucial tool for univer-

eral grants. “Even the GI Bill for veterans

has noticed a growing working population

sities to extend their reach into the business

doesn’t cover our program,” he said.

taking certificate courses to change careers

community locally and in communities be-

or move into a different position within their

yond Las Vegas.

That doesn’t mean there is no financial assistance for those who need it. There are grants
and other funding, including Sallie Mae loans.

Certificate Program
Offerings

current career.  

“We had a group from South Korea come

UNR’s Extended Studies offers certifi-

in last year to learn various management

cate programs from project management

skills and some parts of the gaming and

essentials to human resources manage-

hospitality industries,” Sarris said. “We did

ment and from gaming management ser-

everything for them from hosting lectures in

vices to project management. Herzik added

the morning to taking them to various Strip

A certifcate course takes the form of in-

that these courses, designated to enhance

hotels for onsite classes.”

dividual classes, a series of classes or even

someone’s ability to manage projects and

customized course work. Herzik said they

lead employees, are in demand.

Sarris said those management seminars
included leadership, staff development,
gaming and hospitality. Participants would
then spend the afternoon with a hotel executive talking about leadership to get a hands
on feel for the business to take back to South
Korea, he said.
One primary driver of these programs is
that careers are becoming longer and longer. Even if employees or managers are par-

MODERN

ticularly talented, they may need to add new
skills to renew their knowledge of a specific
industry.
“We offer training programs to make
people better,” Sarris said. “Whether it’s getting them into a classroom to train them for a
new career or update their skills to continue
in their role or work.”
UNLV’s Continuing Education also offers

&

P H O T O G R A P H Y

non-credit classes and customized education programs. Sarris said classes for business executives are available in the areas
of communications, entrepreneurship and
finance. These classes, which last anywhere
from one session to five sessions, change
throughout the year.

www.christuckerlv.com | 702.501.6879
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As for certificate programs, UNLV offers
courses in fashion design, human resources
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management, Internet design and technol-

Nevada State College is a four-year

“We’ve talked about it,” said Spencer Stew-

ogy, public relations and the UNLV Grant

degree granting institution that has con-

art, vice president of college relations with Ne-

Academy.

sidered offering accelerated courses,

vada State College. “It is in our future plans, but

The UNLV Grant Academy is one of the

and also making a move into executive

we are focusing on undergraduate students.”

school’s new courses and was designed to

and continuing education. However, the

Stewart said the continuing education

train employees in the art of applying for

college, which has seen its budgets ad-

market is certainly a demand that needs to

grants, which is lacking in Las Vegas.

versely affected by the recession, has

be satisfied. He said the demand for these

put off offering these courses for the time

course offerings are being met by the Col-

being.

lege of Southern Nevada and UNLV.

“We’ve had pretty good success with
our course offerings,” Sarris said. “If
we don’t have a curriculum already prepared, we will develop one if notified far
enough in advance. There is a pretty extensive need for these courses. We don’t
go into it blind. If something isn’t working, we’ll put it on the shelf and do more
research.”
Sarris said one of the more successful certificate programs is the Sommelier
Academy. He describes it as a 30-week,
hands-on, interactive learning program
where students learn the complexities and
nuances of wine.
The program offers two classes. The introductory program, Vine to Wine, teaches
wine enthusiasts, wine collectors or earlycareer beverage professionals to make informed purchase decisions and recommend
wines to customers.
According to UNLV, the Advanced Sommelier Program targets wine professionals
seeking to advance their careers, gain more
knowledge and a larger exposure to the
business of wine.
“We built this certificate program from
scratch,” Sarris said. “We thought there
would be interest from the local hospitality
industry in these offerings. We are a year and
a half in and have had tremendous success.”
Sarris said there were 76 people enrolled in the program, with nine in their final
classes.

Stick to the Basics
While UNLV and UNR have been successful with their executive and certificate
programs, Nevada State College is still considering launching a program on the Henderson campus.
AUGUST 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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“It’s a growing market,” Stewart said. “At

to serve and it’s a delicate balance to

the appropriate time Nevada State College

Spencer

will try to meet the needs of that market. The

Stewart

college is going through a period of strategic planning. It really is up to the planning

Nevada State College

committee to determine what we’ll offer.”
Nevada State College already offers de-

have the sufficient resources. Continuing
education programs for the most part are
self-funded.”
Stewart said with the economy starting to come back there is more demand
than ever for these continuing and ex-

grees in Biology, business administration,

“We have to consider what we want

ecutive programs. He added that Nevada

criminal justice, history, nursing and sec-

our brand to be,” Stewart said. “There

State College is also looking into ventures

ondary education.

are new audiences and new populations

with corporate clients, but the college will
do a demand assessment first.
“A demand assessment of what the
employers need,” Stewart said. “Define
what the skill sets are and, in some cases, project future skill sets to align them
with the region or state as a whole. We
are looking at this comprehensively.”

Alternative
Options
While colleges and universities offer these programs, VegasPBS, which
is known as the Las Vegas home of
“Masterpiece Theater” and the “New
Hour”, offers a wide-range of continuing
education courses through its GOAL, or
Global Online Advance Learning, program. The difference is they are only offered online.
“We don’t compete with UNLV and
UNR,” said Debra Solt, director of workforce training and economic development at VegasPBS. “Our program was
spawned to help deal with the highest
unemployment rate in the nation.”
According to Solt, six years ago there
was a massive need to retrain people for
new jobs. That need still remains, she
added.
“We are a media technology company
whose roots are in education,” Solt said.
“All our classes are offered online. Much
of continuing education was time and
place bound or brick-and-mortar. Now
to get the training or education [people]
need, it’s online. The trick is to make sure
it does have the academic rigor of a traditional classroom.”
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Subscribe

TODAY!

VegasPBS offers traditional continuing
or executive education courses in executive leadership or management, account-

nevadabusiness.com

ing or writing programs. The organization
offers some 5,000 online courses, with
medical records, pharmacy and paralegal
training among the most popular courses.
However, the public television station’s
bread and butter is in using GOAL to provide a very basic education. Most of the
basic learning from the program is directed
towards English language learers.
“Life happens to these people,” Solt
said. “So whether it’s in a classroom or
online you will not get them to be successful unless you can offer these courses on their terms. Online is a little easier
to accomplish [for them] because they
can keep coming back in and doing the
same lecture until they get it right.”
She said providing continuing education and licensing is also part of the
job description. For example, VegasPBS
manages the food handler card for the
Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD).

healthcareheroes2014

RSVP Now
September 10th

September 11th

Northern Nevada
Peppermill

Southern Nevada
M Resort

“Cards expire every day,” Solt said.
“We want to be in a position to provide

6:30pm Networking  |  7:00pm Event

our clients what they need. We manage
everything that goes on with the SNHD
card renewals.”
Solt added that online continuing or
executive education is about access,
ease and the ability to complete the

Proceeds benefit students pursuing
careers in healthcare education.
For more information, go to
www.nevadabusiness.com/events

course on your schedule.
“In a 24-hour economy, ours is a 24-
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hour learning platform,” she said. “There
are drawbacks. Online learning isn’t for everyone and some may want to pursue executive or continuing education programs
in a traditional setting. For others, an online
education is their only option.”
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DEAL TRACKER

NW
Lease, Office

ADDRESS 1700 N. Buffalo Dr., Ste 101, 89128
TENANT JSA Healthcare Nevada, LLC
LANDLORD Sea Breeze Village, LLC
DETAILS 5,014 SF; $1,516,698 for 10 years
TENANT’S REP Mike Dunn, CCIM, SIOR and
Paula Lea of Cushman & Wakefield Commerce
LANDLORD’S REP Richard Gordon of Laurich
Properties, Inc.

S

APN 177-14-517-003
BUYER’S REP Chip Johnson of Real Estate
Services Group
SELLER’S REP Michael Kammerling of
Newmark Grubb Knight Frank

Lease, Industrial

ADDRESS 731 Pilot Rd, Suite I, 89119
TENANT Schneider Electric Buildings Americas Inc.
LANDLORD Hughes Airport Realty Owner LLC
DETAILS 5,555 SF; $261,584 for 65 months
TENANT’S REP Tyler Ecklund of CBRE
LANDLORD’S REP Kevin Higgins, SIOR and
Garrett Toft of Voit Real Estate Services

SW
Sale, Multi-Family

E
Project, Other

ADDRESS 501 S. Las Vegas Blvd., 89101
CONTRACTOR OF RECORD Recreation
Development Company LLC (RDC)
DETAILS A $1.3 million ‘shell and core’ contract
has been awarded to RDC for gypsum board
assemblies at the Federal Justice Tower in
downtown Las Vegas. The 129,000 SF project
is a joint effort between the City of Las Vegas
Redevelopment Agency and developer Steve
Bioagiotti of SDA Inc. The executive and
administrative offices of the Department of
Homeland Security U.S. Immigration and the
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Nevada
will be housed in this development.

N
Sale, Office

ADDRESS 5041 N. Rainbow Blvd., 89130
BUYER D&A Holdings Group LLC
SELLER Haines & Kreiger LLC
DETAILS 16,000 SF; $1,050,000
APN 125-34-712-009
BUYER’S REP Grant Traub and Chris Connell,
CCIM, SIOR of Colliers International
SELLER’S REP Galit Rozen of Commercial
Professionals

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 1925 W. Craig Rd., Ste 102, 89032
TENANT Skechers U.S.A., Inc.
LANDLORD Retail Center Partners, LTD.
DETAILS 6,000 SF; $420,000 for five years
TENANT’S REP Jeffrey Mitchel of Virtus
Commercial
LANDLORD’S REP Dan Hubbard of Cushman
& Wakefield Commerce

Chili’s on the Las Vegas Strip

Project, Retail

ADDRESS 3743 Las Vegas Blvd., South, Suite 201
OWNER Brinker Nevada, inc.
BUILDER DC Building Group, LLC
ARCHITECT GHA Architecture/Development
DETAILS A $3 million, 9,000 square-foot Chili’s
flagship restaurant is under construction on the
Las Vegas Strip. The project is being built by DC
Building Group and will seat up to 262 diners
and include a second story balcony dining area.

Sale, Office

ADDRESS 1455 and 1515 E. Tropicana Ave., 89119
BUYER Executive Center LLC
SELLER Jefferson Pilot Investments, Inc.
DETAILS 101,311 SF; $4,800,000
APN 162-26-102-001
REP (BOTH) Charles Moore and Marlene Fujita
Winkle, CCIM of CBRE Las Vegas

Sale, Office

ADDRESS 6811 S. Eastern Ave., 89119
BUYER The Dalacas1995 Trust
SELLER Edgemere Capital Inc.
DETAILS 8,800 SF; $1,200,000
APN 177-02-614-000
BUYER’S REP Ron McMenemy of McMenemy
Investment Services
SELLER’S REP Jarrad Katz, CCIM and Galit
Kimerling of MDL Group

Sale, Office

ADDRESS 8215 S. Eastern Ave., 89123
BUYER RESG Corporation
SELLER Sabal Financial Group c/o Maroon
VOC Holdings, LLC
DETAILS 26,053 SF; $2,550,000

ADDRESS 8301 W. Flamingo Rd., 89147
BUYER FF Realty II, LLC
SELLER 8301 W Flamingo Road Holdings, LLC
DETAILS 240 units; $24,500,000
APN 163-21-101-035
SELLER’S REP Art Carll and Patrick Sauter
NAI Vegas

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 4245 S. Grand Canyon Dr. Ste 100-101,
89147
TENANT T and J Beauty Concepts, LLC
LANDLORD E-Grand Ventures, LLC
DETAILS 4,844 SF; $380,066 for five years
TENANT’S REP Matt Nelson of J.A. Kennedy
Real Estate
LANDLORD’S REP Nelson Tressler and Michael
Zobrist of Newmark Grubb Knight Frank

WC
Sale, Retail

ADDRESS 1236 Glendale Ave., 89431
BUYER First Creek Glendale LLC
SELLER Giguiere Enterprises LLC
DETAILS 13,440 SF; $1,115,000
APN 032-302-24

Sale, Retail

ADDRESS 2955 Vista Blvd., 89434
BUYER SMRS Properties LLC
SELLER Estes, Gary K
DETAILS 3,268 SF; $445,000
APN 030-032-19

Sale, Office

ADDRESS 1145 N. McCarran Blvd., 89503
BUYER Massie Family Trust
SELLER National Sierra LLC
DETAILS 8,140 SF; $3,075,000
APN 033-103-25

[BC] BOULDER CITY [E] EAST [H] HENDERSON [N] NORTH [NW] NORTHWEST [O] OTHER [S] SOUTH [SW] SOUTHWEST [WC] WASHOE COUNTY
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Sale, Office

89166

89149

NW

89130

89084

89086

89165

89081
89115

89032

89134

89117

89148

89147

89107
89146

89102

89145

89103
89118

89101
89104

89119

89139

N

89156
89110

E

89142

89121

89122

89120
89011

89014
89139

SW

89106

89108

89109

89144

89135
89161

89030
89128

89074

89015

BC

89012

89178
89141

89179

S

89183

89138

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 400-450 Parr Blvd., 89512
BUYER Panattoni Development Company
SELLER Marketview Properties
DETAILS 169,027 SF; $4,350,000
APN 003-104-01
SELLER’S REP J. Michael Hoeck, SIOR of NAI
Alliance

89087

89031

89129

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 1381 Capital Blvd., 89502
BUYER KTR Reno LLC
SELLER Lawson Products Inc.
DETAILS 229,400 SF; $8,600,000
APN 012-351-14

89085
89131

89148

ADDRESS 637 E. Glendale Ave., 89431
BUYER MB&C Investments LLC
SELLER TOF Sparks LLC
DETAILS 9,600 SF; $1,214,400
APN 034-510-10

3
14
89

ADDRESS 9480 Double Diamond Pkwy, 89521
BUYER EIG1 LLC
SELLER Creekside Development LLC
DETAILS 32,630 SF; $4,000,000
APN 163-020-17

Sale, Industrial

Red Report

89044

89002
89052

H
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Commercial RE Report
INDUSTRIAL

SECOND QUARTER

INDUSTRIAL
SUMMARY
SECOND QUARTER 2014

SOUTHERN NEVADA
The Las Vegas industrial market vacancy
rate stood at 10.9 percent by the end of the second quarter of 2014. The latest period represents a decline of 0.9 percentage points when
compared to the prior quarter. Compared to a
year ago (Q2 2013), industrial vacancies in the
Valley have fallen an even more substantial 3.4
percentage points. The vacancy rate is now
down 6.2 percentage points from the high of
17.1 percent.
During the second quarter, two industrial
projects totaling 222,400 square feet completed construction in Las Vegas. Tapia Brothers
completed a 39,500-square-foot expansion to
its facility in North Las Vegas and Nicholas &
Company completed its 182,900-square-foot
distribution center located in the northeast submarket.
Approximately 1.1 million square feet of net
absorption was reported during the latest period, bringing the year-to-date total to 2.4 million square feet of net move-ins. In the past four
quarters, the market has witnessed roughly 4.5
million square feet of positive net absorption.
Construction activity fell slightly to 1.2
million square feet by the end of the second
quarter. Three projects continued to move
forward, including the Konami Gaming expansion (193,400 square feet), the TJ Maxx
expansion (400,000 square feet) and Switch
MegaNAP 9 (525,000 square feet). In addition,
the 74,100-square-foot distribution facility for
Chef’s Warehouse also broke ground during
the quarter in the southwest submarket. While
the bulk of industrial construction activity continues to be build-to-suit projects, speculative
projects will likely pick up as companies continue to report difficulty finding the large spaces
they need in existing buildings.
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NORTHERN NEVADA
Buildings continued to fill throughout
the second quarter leading to a drop in the
vacancy rate to 7.92 percent. The rate is
even lower at 7.73 percent when excluding
sublease space. These numbers are less
than what would be considered sufficient to
meet demand and made up mostly of Class
B product. Only two Class A spaces greater
than 300,000 square feet are available.
There were 32 transactions total for the
quarter with an average deal size of 58,036
square feet.   While 32 is about normal, the
average deal size was elevated due to two
big deals.   Compared to prior quarters,
small spaces less than 20,000 square feet
and large spaces over 100,000 square feet
were most active. Class A vacancy is down
a full 7 percent, Class B vacancy increased
and Class C remained the same. Distribution
space vacancy dropped by 1 and a half  percent.
Gross absorption was an impressive
1,857,165 square feet driven by two large
transactions, a 707,010 square feet build-tosuit for Zulily and Chewy.com taking the previously occupied 303,870 square feet ToysR-Us space. This is a strong indicator that internet fulfillment continues to be a valid driver
of activity in the area. Net absorption for the
quarter was a healthy 1,423,893 square feet.
Rental rates continue to increase for bulk
distribution space and the area may see
more developers announce construction
starts. There is a solid 1,040,000 of speculative construction planned in addition to Dermody’s 624,000 under construction. There is
speculation that over 5 million square feet will
be under construction by year end spurred
by several different projects.
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TOTAL MARKET

L as Vegas

Total Square feet

108,191,799

74,094,746

11,825,042

5,867,766

10.9%

7.92%

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption

Reno

222,391

777,250

1,146,966

1,423,893

$0.55

$0.341

Under Construction

1,192,495

1,227,000

Planned

1,769,661

1,722,000

69,663,493

43,495,130

6,660,529

4,271,327

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

WAREHOUSE/DISTRIBUTION
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned

9.6%

9.82%

222,391

707,010

1,080,126

1,379,543

$0.49

$0.320

999,111

1,227,000

1,481,661

1,722,000

INDUSTRIAL/LIGHT INDUSTIAL/MANUFACTURING
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

23,995,406

26,029,250

2,890,290

482,196

12.0%

1.85%

0

70,240

88,742

283,640

New Construction
Net Absorption

$0.54

$0.253

Under Construction

193,384

0

Planned

288,000

0

14,532,900

4,694,509

2,274,223

1,114,243

15.6%

23.74%

0

0

-21,902

193,982

$0.74

$0.502

Under Construction

0

0

Planned

0

0

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

R&D/FLEX
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

NEXT MONTH: OFFICE
ABREVIATION KEY
MGFS: Modified Gross Full-Service
SF/MO: Square Foot Per Month
NNN:
Net Net Net

Southern Nevada analysis and statistics compiled by
Applied Analysis, Northern Nevada analysis and
statistics compiled by NAI Alliance Reno
NEVADABUSINESS.COM

Business Indicators

T

DATA

he “third” estimate for first quarter
2014 shows U.S. real gross domestic
product decreasing at an annualized
rate of 2.9 percent, lower than the
negative 1.0 percent growth reported
in the “second” estimate. The revision was due
to the increase in personal consumption expenditures being smaller and the decline in exports
being larger than previously estimated. Federal
government spending made positive contributions. Changes in private inventories, residential
investment, nonresidential fixed investment, net
exports, and state and local government spending made negative contributions. U.S. nonfarm
employment experienced gains in June, adding
288,000 jobs over May. Auto/truck sales and
retail sales remained above their level from last
year. Consumer confidence and consumer sentiment rose for the most recent data.
The Nevada economy evidenced positive
signals with the most recent data. Seasonally adjusted, statewide employment increased by 2,400
(0.2 percent) jobs from April to May, and it was up
3.9 percent year-over-year. The Nevada unemployment rate fell from 8.0 percent to 7.9 percent.
Taxable sales continued to show growth, up 3.1
percent from last year. Total air passengers were
up 1.3 percent over the same time period. Gaming revenue experienced gains for the month and
were up 8.1 percent from May 2013.
For Clark County, seasonally adjusted employment rose from April to May by 1,100 jobs
and was up 3.1 percent year-over-year. The Las
Vegas unemployment rate fell from 8.5 percent to
8.2 percent. Total passengers at McCarran Airport remained constant from a year earlier. May
visitor volume was up 3.7 percent from a year
ago. Gaming revenue was 16.5 percent higher in
May than a year earlier, the result of an increase
in baccarat play. Clark County’s taxable sales for
April were 8.1 percent above those of a year earlier. Residential construction permits decreased
from April to May. Commercial construction permits remained at a low level.
The most recent data show mixed signals
for Washoe County. Seasonally adjusted, RenoSparks’ employment experienced a decrease
from April to May by 600 jobs. Total employment
is up over a year ago, by 3.4 percent. The seasonally adjusted Reno-Sparks unemployment rate
fell from 7.7 percent to 7.5 percent, the result of
a shrinking labor force. Compared to a year earlier, April visitor volume was up 2.6 percent. Total
air passengers were down 4.5 percent from April
2013. Gaming revenues for May were up 1.5 percent from a year earlier. Residential construction
increased from April to May, while commercial
construction permits remained low.
The U.S. economy experienced negative
growth for first quarter 2014— largely the result
of corrections in private inventories and a decline
in net exports. A weak national economy may be
affecting Nevada by weakening tourism.

Ryan T. Kennelly
UNLV Center for Business
and Economic Research

GROWTH

NEVADA

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

Employment

2014M05

000s, SA

1215.0

1212.6

1169.2

0.2%

3.9%

Up Strongly

Unemployment Rate*

2014M05

%, SA

7.9

8.0

10.1

-0.1%

-2.2%

Reduced Sharply

Taxable Sales

2014M04

$billion

3.903

4.432

3.787

-11.9%

3.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2014M05

$million

970.27

852.01

897.23

13.9%

8.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Passengers

2014M04

million persons

3.927

4.115

3.878

-4.6%

1.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2014M04

million gallons

91.54

93.29

90.60

-1.9%

1.0%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2014M03

million persons

4.670

3.932

4.524

18.8%

3.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment

2014M05

000s, SA

871.0

869.9

844.8

0.1%

3.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2014M05

%, Smoothed SA

8.2

8.5

10.2

-0.3%

-2.0%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2014M04

$billion

2.913

3.343

2.695

-12.9%

8.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2014M05

$million

841.63

742.70

722.63

13.3%

16.5%

Up Over Year Ago

Residential Permits

2014M05

units permitted

897

905

832

-0.9%

7.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2014M05

permits

20

31

24

-35.5%

-16.7%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2014M05

million persons

3.758

3.610

3.758

4.1%

0.0%

Flat Year-Over-Year

Gasoline Sales

2014M04

million gallons

63.77

64.94

62.71

-1.8%

1.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2014M05

million persons

3.859

3.767

3.722

2.4%

3.7%

Up Over Year Ago

RECENT

YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

CLARK COUNTY

WASHOE COUNTY
Employment **

2014M05

000s, SA

202.1

202.7

195.4

-0.3%

3.4%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2014M05

%, Smoothed SA

7.5

7.7

9.9

-0.2%

-2.4%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2014M04

$billion

0.503

0.556

0.474

-9.5%

6.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2014M05

$million

67.98

58.31

66.99

16.6%

1.5%

Up Over Year Ago

Residential Permits

2014M05

units permitted

188

169

340

11.2%

-44.7%

Down from Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2014M05

permits

19

25

29

-24.0%

-34.5%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2014M04

million persons

0.267

0.278

0.279

-4.1%

-4.5%

Down from Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2014M04

million gallons

13.34

13.65

13.52

-2.3%

-1.3%

Down from Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2014M04

million persons

0.383

0.377

0.374

1.6%

2.6%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment

2014M06

million, SA

138.780

138.492

136.285

0.2%

1.8%

Up Moderately

Unemployment Rate

2014M06

%, SA

6.1

6.3

7.5

-0.2%

-1.4%

Down from Year Ago

Consumer Price Index

2014M05

82-84=100, SA

237.1

236.3

232.1

0.4%

2.1%

Up Moderately

Core CPI

2014M05

82-84=100, SA

237.8

237.2

233.2

0.3%

1.9%

Up Moderately

Employment Cost Index

2014Q1

89.06=100, SA

119.3

119.1

117.3

0.2%

1.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Productivity Index

2014Q1

2005=100, SA

106.1

107.1

105.2

-0.9%

0.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Retail Sales Growth

2014M05

$billion, SA

437.6

436.2

419.8

0.3%

4.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Auto and Truck Sales

2014M06

million, SA

16.92

16.71

15.83

1.3%

6.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Housing Starts

2014M05

million, SA

1.001

1.071

0.915

-6.5%

9.4%

Up Strongly

Real GDP Growth***

2014Q1

2009$billion, SA

15,824.2

15,942.3

15,583.9

-2.9%

1.5%

Decline in First Quarter

U.S. Dollar

2014M07

97.01=100

101.963

102.557

102.242

-0.6%

-0.3%

Down from Year Ago

Trade Balance

2014M05

$billion, SA

-44.392

-47.037

-44.831

-5.6%

-1.0%

Year-Over-Year
Deficit Decrease

S and P 500

2014M07

monthly close

1985.44

1960.23

1685.73

1.3%

17.8%

Up Strongly

Real Short-term Rates*

2014M05

%, NSA

-3.27

-3.17

-3.06

-0.10%

-0.21%

Recent Decrease

Treasury Yield Spread

2014M06

%, NSA

2.56

2.53

2.25

0.03%

0.31%

Up Over Year Ago

UNITED STATES

*Growth data represent change in the percentage rate, **Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties, ***Recent growth is an annulized rate

Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve System.

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted
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Last Word
“My first car was a 1960
Comet Station Wagon.
When I was 14 years old,
there was a kind elderly
lady that lived next
door who couldn’t drive
anymore. So I mowed her
lawn, ran errands, etc. for
her. As thanks she gifted
me the car and I was one
very happy 14-year-old
unlicensed driver!”

“My first car was a black
1987 Chevrolet Cavalier.
It had grey interior, an
AM/FM cassette. The
year was 1995. If I drove
over 55 miles per hour the
windows would fog up.”

“My first car was a cute
but unreliable Austin
Healy.”

Terry Downey | President and General
Manager, Aliante Casino + Hotel + Spa

Dr. Donna Thomas-Rodgers | CEO,
Answers Are Us

Rick Titus | Former Race Car Driver,
Host, Drivers Talk Radio

What was your first car?

David J. Melroy | President, MSA
Engineering Consultants

“A 1975 Dodge van (318,
no A/C, power windows
or locks). I was playing in
a rock band and needed
to haul gear. It had a
custom interior including
a Pioneer Supertuner and
6x9 triaxial speakers.”
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Paul K. Treadwell, MD | Radiation
Oncologist, 21st Century Oncology

“My very first car was a
1959 Volkswagen.”
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Joe Hernandez, ARM, AAI | President/
COO, Branch-Hernandez & Associates

“A used 50 Chevy
coupe I got from my
uncle, a gardener. After
a good cleaning it
became my surf mobile.
Being a So Cal Latino,
stereotypically, I could
have been a low rider!”

NEVADABUSINESS.COM

You may not see us, but your mining industry is
with you. Every day. Using environment-conscious
methods we:
• Create more than 26,000 high-paying jobs

• Pay $400 million in state and local taxes
• Supply the minerals that help create the
products you depend upon

And most importantly, we’re proud to be a major
source of financial support for Nevada’s children,
families and education.

Learn more at NevadaMining.org
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In 2013, we approved more SBA 504 loans* than
any other bank in Nevada. If you have goals for your
business, don’t go it alone—recruit a champion.
Whether you want to finance a new building, secure
equipment or manage your cash flow, we can help.
Call today.

54 years in Nevada | 50 branches statewide
nsbank.com/SBA | 866.784.8031

Bring your banking home.
FIND MORE RESOURCES FOR BUSINESS OWNERS AT
NEVADASMALLBUSINESS.COM

*Loans subject to credit approval. Restrictions apply. Ranked by the U.S. Small Business
Administration by number of loans approved in Nevada during SBA fiscal year 2013.
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